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Abstract

Park benches are found in ciúes all over
the rvorld, with little variation in form,
function, or materiality. These items tend
to be so banal that they often go unnoticed
and unused by the people for whom they
are "<lesigned". As such, they offer little
value to the urban envi¡onmenf in botlt
visual and physiological terms. This
project is a study of the 'park bench'in the
urban environment. It looks at the social
and architectural roles seating has had
i¡r various landscapes throughout history
and discusses notions of place speciûcity
and the generic in urban envi¡onments. It
is an exploration of new possibiliúes for
public outdoor seating. Both global and
local urban conditions are studied as well
as standa¡d design and placement issues
such as rnicroclimate, h tman anatomy,
psychology, sociology, durability, and
ecological sustainability of materials.

The study began by exarnining social
aspects of pre-historic hominid culture
in an attempt to trace the origins of
outdoor seaúng and its social and physical
contexts. Many of the ea¡liest, hominid,
social gatherings occurred a¡ound
butchering sites where dismembennent of
large animals occu¡red. These sites were
also associated with flint-knapping and
tool maliing. (Garnble 1999:i68) These
social encounters may have resulted in any
number of scenarios including individuais
sitting - or kneeling - as they worked or

rested. Presumably many individtr"ls
would have used rocks or tree shrmps to
sit on, making them the earliest forms of
public outdoor searing. The srudy then
goes on to outline the evolution of public
seating from this point tlrrough history to
the present day.

An outline of the exisúng situaúon in
Winnipeg was formed through a localized
inventory of public seating opúons
occurring in downtown Winnipeg. As
suspected, little variation occurred amo[g
the options and designs tended to be
<lrab, uninspired, and unused. Since the
intention of the project was to propose
new possibilities for outdoor seating in the
urban environment, the srudy then sought
to create a theoretical framervork tluough
which a design could be derived. The
theoretical framework included the role
of public fumiture in the individualization
of globalised cities tluough idenriries
and branding as well as notions of
appropriation, the body, perception, and
play in the everyday urban environment.

From there, the theoretical framelvork
formed the backbone of the design concept.
Typical and afypical construction materials
were analysed and their att¡ibutes were
assessed thus forming the basis for the final
selection. The final form, then, was based
on design concept and the att¡ibutes of the
selected material.





lntroduction

Objective

The main objectives of this practicum are
to examine closely all aspects of public
outdoor seaúng in the urban enviromnent,
and to provide new perspectives and
approaches to thcir design.

More specifically, the project looks
at the social and a¡clútectr¡ral roles
seating has had in various landscapes
throughout history and discusses notions
of place specificity and the generic in
u¡ban environments. It also speaks of
appropriation, the body, and play a¡:d their
place in the city fabric. New possibilities
for urban sealing emerge in response
to these ideas. Global and local urban
conditions, as well as standa¡d design and
placement issues such as microclimate,
human anatomy, psychology, sociology,
durability, and ecologicai sustainability of
materials are studied.

Relevance of Study

"Spaces designed to keep out undesìrables

- pushers, bums, hippies - for example,
generally tend to l<eep out other people too.
In contrast, spqces that attract people tend
to be relatively free of problems. The sun
is important. So are trees, water, þod, and
most of all, seats." (Whyte I9B0:7)

The park bench has often been regarded as
a¡r icon of public life - the place for chance
meetings among strangers and spontaneo¡s
conversations. Ideally, it is the place where
anyone can spend the aftemoon sitting
and watching the surrounding acúvity.
In reality, however, benches are often
uncomfortable and poorly sited and
maintained, making them undesirable
places to sit. They are designed to restrict
certiain modes of sitting aad to discourage
people from staying too long. Their forms
and materiality are often so banal that they
usually go unnoticed a¡d unused by the
people for rvhom they are 'designed". As
such, they offer little value to the urban
environment 1¡ yist¡al, physiological, and
social terms.

Currently cities are struggling to
individualize themselves in the global



market. Chairs, according to Galen Crarz.
are said to be culhrral symbols, revealing
class, sex, and even personality. What do
our poorly designed public furnishings say
about our ciúes? What can they say?

Benches a¡e architectural objects that forrr
part of ou¡ exterior environrnent. They
can help make a city funcúon and nearly
every inhabitant comes into contact with
them. But for some reason they have been
largely ignored in landscape architectural
discourse. A trip to the local library will
reveal that little, if any literature exists on
the topic at all. Yet, furnishings are iategral
to the design process in the interior realm
of a¡chitecture. Hundreds of books have
been written on the chair alone, and almost
every architect dreams of designing one
him/herself. So, why is public furniture
ignored? Most likely it is because no one
person will own and therefore ca¡e for
it leaviug public furniture susceptible
to vandalism. This in tum results in a
decreased desire to invest resources into
their design, production, and placement.
This study, in contrast, argues for the
opposite approach. A better design process
keeps with dre user in mind in the hope
of creating pieces that evoke emoúon
and stimulate the imaginaúon of thei¡
users. This may then result in a greater
degree of respect and therefore care for
the furnishings. It is my belief that good
design has the power to create pleasure
and pride in people and thei¡ surroundings.
Why shouldn't we feel good about where
lve live - and sit?

Methodology

The process and thinking behind tlús sfudy
evolved over the course of the project.
Before a design proposal could be reached,
several factors required studying and many
questions needed anslvering.

The document is divided into three parts.
Part I, The Past and kesent of Public
Outdoor Seating, is an historical account of
public sitting in rvestem culture beginning
with our early hominid ancestors of the

Paleolithic Era. The first chapter of this
section attempts to ftace the origins of
public outdoor seating. Since there is
currently no design literature devoted
specifically to the subject, archaeological
and sociological literature was reyiewed
and extrapolations were drawn from
va¡ious historical artworks.

The second chapter discusses the state

of public seating in Winnipeg today.
The information and images are based

on a small iuventory of seaúng types in
downtown Winnipeg. The inventory was

conducted in the spring of 2003 on four
main streets in downtown Winnipeg. Each
seat þorv many?] was documented and
photographed and its condition recorded.
This provided information about the

durability of the materials typically used in
their construction.

Part 2 of the study fomrs the fheoreúc¿I
framelvork from which the design evolves.
Various books, essays, and a¡ticles on
topics important specifically to the study
of u¡ban fumiture design and generally



to contemporary landscape architecfure
were consulted. These readiags helped
the author develop a theoreúcal stance to
frame and inforrr the proceeding pages.

Pa¡t 3 of the docunent is the culmination
of the trst trvo sections. It illustrates the
design thinking and material selecúon
process. A set of design criteria derived
from the theoretical framework outlined
in Pa¡t 2IeÅ to the material selection and
the ñnal design proposal. Attributes and
drawbacks of materials (as described in
various literatures and through the Internet)
were recorded so that ultimately, a wise
selection could be made in conjunction
rvith the qualities desired in the final
design.
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1. Public Outdoor Seating

Fig. 1.1 Victorim Bench Daring Back to l8?5 @avis 1914)





lntroduction

In order to speculate effectively on the
futu¡e of the 'park bench', we must first
understand its history as well as its present
day conditions. This section of the study is
an attempt to trace the origirs of outdoor
seating and its social and physical contexts
through the compilation of archaeological,
and sociological information as well as
through the interpretation of va¡ious a¡t
works throughout history. Through this
study, I hope to understand the social and
physical implications of sitting outdoors.

Paleolithic Culture

For over a century, archaeologists have
been re-constructing human origins
through the recovery of va¡ious artifacts
and skeletal remains. Our earliest hominid
ancestors date back to Paleolithic times
(earþ stone age 750 000 - 15 000 years
Before Present) where fossil remains
illustrate evolutionary modifications in
posture and skeletal structures. (Collins
et. al. 1973:4) Discussions surrounding
prehistoric culture, however, usually refer
to the Neolithic era (new stone age 10 000

- 7000 years B.P.) and the development of
polished stone tools, weapons, and settled
agriculture. ln these discussions, culhue,



Fig. 1.2 Artist I¡terprctation of a Palcolithic Fmily.
(Gamblc 1999)

defined as "the system of rules and

symbols which provide the exlrasomatic
means of adaptation that humans have

at their disposal", is set up in opposition
to nature - we have culture, animals do
not (Gamble 1999:27). Having culture
defines humaru from the rest of nature. It
exists outside us ard is part of our social
life. More recently, however a continuum
approach to the study of human and
non-human primate societies has been
adopted. Here, culture is defined as "the
means by which the social processing of
informatioq vital to survival, is structu¡ed.
Culture regulates social knowledge. It can

change and be transmitted and is subject
to selection pressure." (Gamble 1999:
28) These researchers argue that culture
began to manifest itself earlier in the
evolutionary chain and that it "springs

from the active engagement of people
in the business of living and interacúng.
Therefore it represents a continuum
between animals and humans. Culture
varies between species and through time

because individuals call selectively on
different resources to sustain relationships
and promote social projects" (Gamble
1999:30). According to this definiúon
therq technical acts such as flint-knapping
and food preparation are actually social
producúons that evolve as the body
engages in the action.

"The history of the origin of humans
is a history of walking, of migrations
of peoples and cultural and religious
exchanges that took place along
intercontinental tra-jectories." (Careri
2002:44) Social life 500 - 300 000
years ago involved hominids in the
"continuous and difierent construction of
their surrounding environment" (Gamble

1999:132). The processes of social life
were executed tfuough several, related,
continuous, activities and skfls such as

hunting and butchering (Gamble 1999:

137). The most common gatherings of this
era (in "Europe") rvere butchering sites

where dismemberment of large animals
occurred reflecting the social nature of the

activity. These sites were also associated
with flint-knapping and tool making. The

focus of social life was not an organized
social occasion centered on the hea¡th

or hut but rather it was "the intercepted

or encountered opporhrnity available for
subsequent negotiation' (Gamble 1999:

168). These encounters may have resulted
in any number of scerìarios including
individuals sitting as they worked or
rested. It is also not unreasonable to
assume that some may have even sat on
rocks or tree stumps as Figure 1.2 shows.

For the purposes of this study, I will argue



that these tlpes of gatherings form the
origins of sitting outdoors and in "public,'.

Several archaeologists have interpreted the
Bilzingsleben site, excavated by Dietrich
Mania, in what is now eastem Germany.
The archeological site dates back 350
000 to 320 000 years. Gamble's (1999:
169) interpretation of the site suggests
that it is made up of a series of gatherings
rather than a campsite with huts and
hea¡ths. Strings of anvils were distributed
in circular a¡eas of approximately 4m in
radius identif,,ing perfornance spaces
where individuals interacted with each
other and the resou¡ces of the site. The
focus of social life was based on setting
up the arvil. This attached the individuals
to the gathering, to other people, and to
the locale. The gathering began with the
carrying of the anvil to the site resulting
in spatial ald temporal opportunities for
social interaction. Then, sitting beneath
trees or beside charred tree trunks, the site
became a place to tmnsmit skills, break
bones on anvils, knp stones, strip flesh,
share, and eat. The locale became invested
rvith social meaning by individuals
sitting or standing and facing each other
in relation to the anvils even if they did
not speak to each other. The gathering
was transient and lacked a conûnuing
structure beyond the immediate presence
of those at the site. (Gamble 1999:170-2)
This scenario parallels many situations in
today's urban setting. For example, transit
stops. People arrive, often carrying brief
cases and backpacks hlled with the .tools,

they require for the day. Some may sit on
tlte standard bench provided by the city
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but most will choose to stând. The fact
tlut there is more than one person at the
stop makes it a social situation One person
may ask another if they have the time or if
they noticed a certain bus go by. The other
person will respond and the conversation
may end there or it may continue. Often,
however, no conversaúon occurs amongst
the strangers at the stop but in all cases
the people are observing each other.
The gathering is concluded when the
bus arrives and the participants become
passengers. The experience is not shared
by anyone who was not present at the stop
at that particular moment in time. The
experience is different every time.

Neanderthal societies occurring 300 000
- 60 000 years ago intensified social
life through the construcúon of sever¿l
social envirorunents (Coltins et. al 1973:
4). Activities became more routine and.
gatherings became more co-operative fhan
in earlier societies. They had the capacity
for language but evidence suggests tlnt it
was used only to enhance their emotional
resources. This allowed them to create
a social reality distinct from earlier
hominids. They constantly renewed their
lithic technolory and when moving from
site to site, brought familia¡ and useful
objects from previous environments with
them rather than letting the associatiorn of
a new environment completely encompass
them. (Gamble 1999:362-69) This
behavior súll occurs today. Most of us take
all our belongings with us when we change
our place of habitation. Some people, such
as R.V enthusiasts even take their shelters
r.vith them



Technolory rvas integral to social action
as it is today. Style and function were
determined through the actions of making
and using and there were local ways of
making things. (Gamble 1999:369) By 28

000 years BP settlements included hea¡ths,

burials, and abundant stone and bone tools.

Thousands of clay and ivory figurines,
such as the ones illustrated in Figure 1.3,

along with a series of subterraneat huts

built on leveled plaforms terraced into the

slope have also been uncovered. (Gamble

1999:389) Hearths provided a focus for
performance and social life. They ocÇurred

both within caves and in the open air.

In an ethnoarchaeological study of a

Nunamiut hunting stand in Anaktuvak
Pass, Alaska, Binford (1978:38) observed

that the primary function of the hearth

sites was to "engage in pursuits which
reduced boredom". These pursuits include
target practice, craft making, and sleeping.

While this is not a pre-historic society,

these observations can provide irsight into
the types of interactions that may have

occurred in the past.

Social life becomes even more complex
with Cro-Magnon (the ea¡liest known
examples of Homo sapiens dating from
50 000 - 30 000 years BP) societies
rvhere we see greater variety in material
cuhure and ornament and display. Locales
are now i¡vested rvith association and

meaning- They become places, not simply
sites for gatherings (Gamble 1999.415).

According to Gamble (1999:412), a locale
is transformed into place via involvemenl
and experience through a social occasion

rather than simply a gathering or encounter.

Social occasions occur in social landscapes

('the spatial outcome of individuals
developing their extended nehvork and

the appearance of tlrc global nenvork"),
organtze actior¡ provide meaning to
life by involvement, and often involve
a¡chitecture and non-portable objects. It
can be said that many ofour public spaces,

while they occur in built environments,

are not social landscapes but a¡e rather
part of our landscapes of habit which a¡e

constructed through the routines of daily
life and therefore do not actively engage

the people using them. Palk berrches "...
are part of our landscapes of habit where

we experience our lives in a largely
unthinking fashion." (Gamble 1999:398)

But can they become punctuated events

that help to establish patterns of social
occurrence?

Fig. 1.3 Ancicnt Clay Figrnincs (Gamble 1999)



The latest period of the Stone Age, the
Neolithic era, sparned from approximately
l0 000 to 3000 years before present.
The first situated objects in the humar
landscape, the menhirs, directly relate
to roaming and nomadic cultures of the
Neolithic. (Careri 2002:48) These large
vertically planted stones have been found
throughout the British Isles and northern
France. As outlined in Careri (2002:52),
several interpretatiors of thei¡ functions
have been put forwild. These include:
communicative devices where symbols
are placed on the main face of some of the
stones; the creation of an a¡chitecturally
constructed landscape as a sort of
geonetry to oppose the chaos of nature;
and a means of revealing the geography
of place through descriptions of physical
sfucture and its productive or religious
utilization. They formed a system of
"territorial orientatior¡ easily deciphered
by those who understood its language

- a sort ofguide sculpted in the landscape,
leading the traveler to his/her destination
from one signal to another along
intercontinental routes." (Carei 2002:
52) Through its magnitude, the menhir,
illustrated in Figure 3, would be able to
attract the attention of the traveler and
could then be used to commturicate usefirl
information regarding the surrounding
territory relative to the continuation of
the joumey. They may also have indicated
rvhere ritual celebrations connected to
wandering were held. The area around
the menhirs, then became "space for the

representation ofthe voyage or the place of
events, stories, and myths." (Carei 2002:
56) Careri (2002:58) continues:

"The ntenhir - through its artificial vertical
position, lack of adjectival intpulses, and
its pure crystalline form - results in a
monomateric, situated, fixed, immobile,
inert, alntost inexpressive object. But it
itrtposes a certain distance and has a new
relationship with its space. It is a character
without internal ltfe, but at the same time,
takes possession of the space, forcing
the obser¡,er to participate, to share an
experience that goes beyond the visible
and that addresses, like architecture, the
entire body, and its presence in time and
space. "

The latter portion of the Neolithic is
often referred to as the Bronze Age. It
is during this time that humans became
agriculturists a¡d from there, civilization
began. The advent of agriculture as
well as advancements in tool making
technology and the use of metallurgy
allowed for a more settled way of life.
Populations no longer had to travel great
distances tracking food. The first major
concentrations ofpeople occured in broad,
ferlile river valleys such as those along
the banks of the Nile, Tigris, or Euphrates
Rivers. The reason for this was that the
fresh silt deposits of the rivers were the
only way to fertilize the soil on which so
many people now depended (Jellicoe and
Jellicoe 1996:tl). The social structure of
these civilizations arose from the need to
regulate the unpredictable nahrre of these
rivers by meaxs of "irrigation lvorks" that



required more enerry than one family unit
could provide (Jellicoe and Jellicoe 1996:

22). With the advent of irrigatior¡ between
600 and 500 BC, came the first designed
gardens, which doned the vast landscape
between the tr,r'o rivers. They were rich
green oases, geometrically laid out
within protective walls, blocking out the
surrounding, hostile, desert, conditiors. In
their purest fom! these paradise gardens

corsisted ofan enclosed square, crossed by
water charmels, symbolic of the four rivers
of heaver¡ and contained, theoretically,
all the fruits of the ea¡th (Jellicoe and
Jellicoe, 1996:23). They often contained
trees beneath which one could recline and
contemplate their surroundings.

For much of the twentieth century,
Mesopotami4 now modern day haq, and
Ancient Erypt were thought to be the
cradles of civilization with Bronze Age
accomplishments emanating from their
ciúes and diffi-rsing outward influencing all
other civilizations. Renfrew tells us that,
"We can see the growth of a civilization
as the gradual creation by maa (sic) of a
larger and more complex environment, not
only in the natural field tfuough increasing
exploitation of a wider range of resources
of the ecosystern, but also in the social and
spiritual fields. And, rvhereas the savage

hunter lives in an environment not so

different in many ways from that of other
animals, although enlarged already by the
use of language and of a whole range of
other artifacts of our culture, civilized man
(sic) lives in an environment very much
of his (sic) own creation. Civilization in
this sense is the self-made environment

of man (sic) which he had fashioned to
irsulate himself (sic) from the primeval
environment of nature alone." This concept
of the fust civilized society suggests a
separation between humans and the rest of
the natural world.

New evidence suggests that there were other
civilizatiors occurring at the same time as

those of Mesopotamia but uninfluenced by
them in both the old and new worlds (i.e.

China and Mexico) (Lamberg-Karlovsþ
2000:22). These cultures were based on
Shamanism, believing in a "layered but
interlinked world continuum in which
privileged humans and animals roamed
about from one layer to another" (Chang
2000:13). The Aaec saw their cities
and their surrounding environments as

integrated cosmological struchrres within
which natural phenomena were regarded
as sacred and intimately related to the

activities of humans (Chang 2000:7). All
of these societies, howeve¡ share certain
characteristics related to civilization.
These include bronze metallurry, writing,
cities, state hierarchies, palatial structures,
ternples and monumental art, and social
stratification.

Chairs first appeared in the archaeological
record in Egypt and Mesopotamia dur-
ing the Bronze Age when permanent

stone houses were part of the way of
life (Crarz 1998:31). The Nile River not
only inigated and fertilized the lalds



of ancient Erypt, it was also critical for
the trarßportation of indigenous build-
ing materials, communication, and trade
with other regions @lakemore 1997:
2). Timber suitable for furnitu¡e produc-
tion was relatively scarce in Egypt. Logs
were therefore largely transported from
Lebanon. Timbers included cedar, pine,
ftr, and cypress @lakemore L997:2).
Archaeological digs of building interiors
from 7500 BC show benches and ledges
for sitúng and sleeping. Eastem European
archeologists of former Yugoslavia and
Bulgaria have found several ceramic
female figures seated on chairs (Cranz
1998:32). By 2850 BC, chair sining was
widespread practice in ancient Egypt and
Mesopotamia Remains are fragmentary
but they indicate that they are more than
"naiVe efforts of primitive people" (Hollis
1966:19). While paintings, carvings, and
hieroglyphs on temples and papyrus show
that chairs were used in Mesopotamia no
physical examples have yet been found.
Survival of the Eryptian furniture is due
in large part to the arid conditiors present
in Egypt in contrast to the more humid
Mesopotamian climate (Crarz 1998:31).
The Egyptians also had a firm belief in
life after death resulting in the taking of
worldly goods, symbolic of status, into the
tombs for use in the afterlife. This was also
the belief in Mesopotamia but their tombs
were not protected by massive m¿ìsonry
structures as they were in Erypt. Many of
the Egyptian remairn were made of wood
encased in gold, which also aided in their
preservation (Hollis 1966:22). paintings
and cawings shorv that many people, not
just royalty, used chairs regularly. Social
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rank determined who sat in the presence
of others (Cran l99B:22). Regarding
rank, Crarz (1998:23) writes: ..Ancient

chairs reflected the relationship of power
between rulers and ruled. Today they also
elaborate differences between men and
women, bosses and employees, teacher
and shrdenl, young and old."

Ancient Egyptian a¡chitecture was
influenced by climate, retigiorq and society.
The minimal rainfall, intense sunlight,
ard small variations in temp€rature led
to architecture that "fostered indoor-
outdoor relatiorships". @lakemore 1997:
3) Feahrres included flat roofs, porticoes,
loggias, high windows, roof ventilators
that directed air to the innermost rooms,
and interior court¡rards. @lakemore
1997:3) Religion was higtrly complex
and polytheistic. It was the motivation
for most architectural monuments. Gods
were associated with specific towns or
regions and their attributes were often
combined when one town deity was
perceived as being stronger than another.
Gods may have been represented as
celestial bodies, human or animal forms,
or a combirntion of the two. They were
the focus of specific temples ald were
represented in reliefs ard paintings in all
types of a¡chitecture a¡d fumiture design.
@lakemore 1997 .3) Egyptian society was
higtrly stratified with the pharaoh or king
at the top. His powers were divine and
he represented god on ea¡th. The middle
class was comprised of priests, mayors,
provincial governors, administrators, and
high executive offrcials. The lower class
included craftspeople and peasants. Class



distinctions rvere reflected in the size and
décor of a house, its number of rooms,
and the materials used. @lakemore 1997:
3) All of these factors also influenced the
design of their furniture.

According to Hollis (1966:31), one of the
earliest types of seating was the stool, used
by all levels of society. Evidence for this
appears in the carved stelae found in the
private tombs of the late First Dynasty
(2920-2770 BC) and late Second Dynasty
(2770 - 2650 BC) in Egypt. These stelae
sewed as the magical means through
which the deceased could enjoy their
fine material objects in the afterlife. They
often depicted the owner sitting on his/her
stool in front of a large pedestal table on
which offerings to the gods were presented
(Hollis 1966:29). Many stylistic va¡iations
have been discovered. One of the most
popular types is the lattice stool shown
in Figure 1.4. It was rectangular in form
with some combination of: square section
legs, vertical and diagonal struts joining
the stretcher with the seat, flat single, or
double-cove seat surfaces with interwoven

rushes, reeds, or wooden slats. @lakemore
1997:15). Some more basic models were
depicted as solid blocks scored with a
number of vertical lines. These lines most
likely indicated a feahre of the constmc-
tion and have been interpreted as either
slats or as a woven construction. (Hollis
1966:29) Others ryere more complex
such as the Duck Head Folding stool and
the Stool with Animal Legs depicted in
Figures 1.5 and 1.6 @lakemore 1997:15).

By the time of the Second Dynasty (2770
- 2650 BC) this elementary form had
developed into the seat with a high back
tlrat we have come to know as the chair. At
fhst it was used only by nobles and high
ofücials representing a high-ranking status
in society. It was not until much later, in
the Eighteenth Dynasty (1580-1314 BC),
that they were utilized by the general
public (Hollis 1966:31). One of the earli-
est examples of the chair is illustrated in
the 'niche' stela of the princess Sehefner
from Saqqara. It is derived from the low
square stool with straight legs. Its slender
members and the cross-stretchers with
which it is strengthened display a sophisti-
cated design. A seat cushion gives it added
comfort.

Fig. 1.4l:ltice Stæl (Hollis 1966)

The oldest preserved chair from this region
dates back to the Fourth Dynasty (2575

-2467 BC). It was found in the tomb
of Queen Hetepheres, the rvife of King
Sneferu. Figure 1.7 shows the chair as low
with wide deep seat sloping slightly from
front to back. With the exception of the

back panel and seat, the chair is enúrely
covered in gold. Its legs, also covered in



Fig. 1.5 Duck llcad Folding Stæl (Bla]iemorc
1997), Fig. 1.6 Auima-l trg Stæl (Blakemore Lgll)
Fig. 1.? Chair of Queen Hercphcru (llollis 1966)

gold, terninate rvith copper disks and are
inspircd by the fore and hind legs of a lion.
Three papyrus flowers bound together are
carved into its side panels (Hollis 1966:
4l). Fragments of a second armchair were
also found in the tomb. It too was covered
in gold and had animal legs. Its side panels,
however, were cårved with an image of the
Falconof Horus perchedona palm column.
Both designs incorporated religious
symbols with imagery of the natural world
(Flollis 1966:42). This, combined with
the fact that these civilizations depended
heavily on the natural fluctuations of
the Nile, would lead one to believe that
perhaps these civilizations ryere not based
on the exclusion of the natural lvorld, as
was suggested earlie¡ but rather on the
integration of natural phenomena with
human activity.

It was mentioned earlier tliat Egypúan
architecture included central open-air
court¡rards. Since people were already
sitting on stools ald chairs and since most
oflife occurred outdoors, it is not a stretch

to assume that they rvould have used them
while intheircourtya-rds. Infacl the carved
panel (Figure 1.8) found in the palace
at Ninevah (in northern Mesopotamia)
at approximately 1350 BC depicting the
king feasting in his garden proves just
that. From this carving, we can state that
people sat on chairs in the outdoors from
at least the time of carving - 1350 BC. But
gardens and courtyards were private rather
than public spaces. So the question now
becomes when did people sit on chairs,
outdoors, and in public?

Before this can be arswered, the word
public must first be defined. According to
the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary,
the word was derived from the Latinpubli-
cus, which was akin to populus, meaning
the people. It is now def,rned as:

l: exposed to general view: open b:well-
knotyn, prominent c: perceptible, material

2: of, relating to, or affecting all the people
or the whole area of a nation or state



Fig. 1.8 Cæing Depicting thc King md eueen Seatcd in Their Garden
(Hollis 1966), Fig. 1.9 Tomb Painting lltueating Daily Agricultural
Pmuits ({odel-Hoeæs 200O)

3: of or relating to people in general: uni-
versal b : general, popular

4: of or relating to business or commu-
nity interests as opposed to private affairs:
soc¡al

5: devoted to the general or national wel-
fare: humanitarian

6: accessible to or shared by all members
of the community

If we combine these definitions, sitting
in public must entail being exposed to
general vierv and must be accessible and

elaborâte br¡riats, the tombs being shrdied
today belonged mainly to the wealthier
middle class. They still, however, provided
an account of daily life at the time and are
thus a great source of information. (Hodel-
Hoenes 2000: 88) Paintings from the
Tomb of Menna, such as the one in Figure
1.9, date back to the Eighteenth Dynasty
(1539 - 1292 BC) sho\v scenes relared to
agricultural pursuits. The lower portion of
this image depicts grainbeing mowed \.vith
a sickle and packed into baskets. Above
this, rwo girls are depicted gleaning the
grain that fell to ground from one of the
bulging baskets. Labourers, on the far
right are spreading the harvested grain on
the threshing floor with large pitchforks
while their better{¡essed supervisor
watches and leans on a staff. To the left of
t}e supewisor, tlvo workers sit on stools
under the shade of a tree. One seerns to
be taking a nap while the other plays a
song on his flute (Hodel-Hoenes 2000:
91). Figure 1.10 is a painting of a mother
ald her child seated on a stool under one
of the trees in the ha¡vest scene. A vessel,
perhaps containing food, is standing in
front of the mother (Hodel-Hoenes 2000:

relate to all members
of the community.

Much of what we
know about ancient
Egyptian life is in
large part thanks
to the discovery of
their tombs- Since
the poorer classes
could not afford suchFig. 1.10 Tomb Painting of

Mother md Child on Stæl
(Hollis 1966)



Fig. 1. ll A Dining Room in m Athenim Stoa Appuenlly
Used for Smll Boa¡ds and C onmisioro. (fhorn¡xon md
Wycherly, L972)

9l). Since large-scale agriculture was
community rather than family based,
different members of the community
are depicted sitting on stools in front of
others. And since we already know that
stools were accessible to all members of
Eryptian society, it can be concluded that
public outdoor sitting eústed at least as far
back as 1539 BC.

Fig. l.l2 Vase Painting Depicting a Wom
Scated on a TÞical Grcck Klisrnos. (Richtc¡
19Cú)

civic establishments and buildings. The
Athenian agora was a sqtrare of spacious
dimensions planted with bay trees and
completely encircled by buildings such as
temples and govemmental edifices. Much
of the local political, religious, and social
life occurred in the open air. But expostue
to the elements witlout any nearby shelter
was detrimental, so Greek architects used
covered promenades, porticoes, or stoae as
a way of mediating between the two. Their
purpose was to put a roof over a limited
part of the open area. (Thompson and
Wycherley, 1972-82) These shelters were
treated as structures in their own right. By
500 BC, use of the stoa was widespread
throughout Greece.

The stoae were combinations of rain/sun
shelters, shops, picture galleries, and public
offices. One of the more outstanding stoae
was the Stoa Poikile or 'painted porch'.
Here, almost the entire length of the
sheltered walk was painted with the vivid
Frescoes of Polygnotus outlining the story
of the capture ofTroy and the defeat of the

In ancient Athens, "the great plaza of the
agorabuzzed with life." (Davis 1914:16)
It was the centre of community life, the
seat of legal and governmential irntitutiorn
as well as a major religious cenlre, the
main marketplace, and the scene of
several other commercial a¡rd industrial
activities. The agora of Athens developed
slowly over the course of the 6ü century
BC. (Thompson and Wycherley, 1972:
l9) All artistic enerry was spent on
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Fig. 1.13. Stonc Greck Benchcs. (Richtcr 19(16)

Amazons @avis 1914:7)

In the open space of the plaza were
various altars and innumerable statues
of local worthies such as Harmodius and
Aristogeitor\ the tyrant slayers. Across
the centre, cutting the martet place from
east to west, ran a line of busts depicting
a bearded Hermes (the trader's god) each
one mounted on a stone post. The base of
each post would have been plastered many
times over with all kinds of official and
private placards and notices. (Davis, 1914:
l8) From this description tve see how civic
pride rvas manifest in the design of public
spaces. Public a¡t and ornament contained
narratives alluding to past and present
notions of the paficular place.

The square was usually filled with noisy
activity and little booths of wicker, from

which vendors sold their goods. Space was
often limited resulting in some vendors not
having their own booths. In such cases they
sat "on their haunches on the level ground
with their ferv wares spread before them."
(Davis l9l4:.21) Even if a man (since
respectable women never frequented the
agorae) had no actual business to transacl,
he would have gone to the agora to get the
morning news. @avis I9l4.21)

One of the best-preserved foundations of a
classical Athenian stoa is the Stoa Basileios
or 'stoa of the king'dating back to 500
BC (Thompson and Wycherley, 7972:
83). Here, as in Figure 1.11, continuous
benches were placed against the walls
running along the back and across the
ends of the stoa. Footings for pieces of
furniture were also found at intewals along
the front of the colonrnde. (Thompson and
Wycherley, 1972:84)

1'lovn

Fig. 1.14 Greck Bmch with Back æd Voluted Amr Rcsts.
(Richter 1966)
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According to Richter (1966:13), the



Fig. L15 Ancient Tomb Frescæ Depicting Gmre
Spcctatoß Scated on a Bench (Richtcr 1966)

Greeks had five main types of seats. They
include tlrones (thronos)- with back and
arm rests; the light easy chair (klismos
- Figure l.l2) with curving back but no
arm rests; the backless stool (diphros) rvith
four legs the; folding stool with crossed
legs, and the bench @atfuon)- on which
several people could sit. Each of these
types app€ared regularly from the eighth
to the second cenh¡¡ies BC on various
monuments, vase paintings, and reliefs.
Among these five types, benches were the
least often depicted in the arhvorks because
nrythological and everyday scenes tended
to be the subjects of choice ald benches
were not often used in either of these
situations. Another reason for their lack of
depiction may have been the difficulty of
representing several people sitting on one
seat. (Richter 1966:48) In Greek lirerarure,
however, the benches were described as
low seats, with or without backs, and long
enough to accornnodate more than one
person. (Richter 1966:49) They were also
described as the seats on which the people
sat to listen to the discourse of the Greek
philosophers and sophists suchas Socrates,
Pericles, and Plato. The lecturers occupied
tfuones or klismos. Being members of
the leisured class, or those "exempt from
every kind of sordid money-getting hard

3l

work" @avis, I9l4:24), they very often
frequented the agorae to engage in their
discourses.

Outdoor seating was also associated with
political life in Greece. The hrst great
public building, The Council of Five
Hundred, irstituted at the end of the
sixth century BC, was to be tlìe principal
instrument of democratic government in
Athens. The Athenians recognized the
need for appropriate accommodation
and therefore constructed a series of
"rectilinear tiers ofwooden benches rising
on the east, nortb and west" (Thompson
ard Wycherley 1972:30). Another series
of similar benches were laid out in front
of the Temple of Hephaistos in Athens.
Researchers have speculated that they
were put in place after the Temple of
Hephaistos but probably before the Stoa
of Zeus and dehnitely before thei¡ view of
the agora was blocked by the Temple of
Apollo and the Hellenistic Metrooq dating
them ât mid fifth century BC (Thompson
and Wycherley 1972.71). The 4 benches
a¡e each 40 metres long, providing enough
seating to accommodate approximately 400
people. They were most likely consûucted
for the convenience of dignitaries watching
events in the agora. Occasionally, the
law courts may have used them as well.
(Thompson and Wycherley t972:7t)

Many stone benches (Figure l.l3)
have been found in Greek theatres and
sanctuaries, mostly dating from the fourth
to the second centuries BC. Examples
occur lvith and without back and arm
rests. (Richter 1966:48). When backs do



exist such as in the example in Figure
1.14, they are generally perpendicular to
the seat and undecorated. The arms and
legs usually have a voluted (or scroll-like)
decoration Etruscan furniture paralleled
that of the Greeks with some small
changes here and there. Some examples,
however were influenced by the Egyptiars
and Assyrians, whereas Greek furniture
was mainly influenced by the Minoans
and Mycenians @ichter 1966:90). Figure
l.15 shows a bench depicted in the fresco
of an a¡cient tomb (fomba delle Bighe at
Tarquina). The painting dates back to the
early fifth century BC a¡rd illustrates the
long seats occupied by spectators of the
games @ichter 1966:90).

If we return to the earlier definition
of public outdoor seating, i.e. seating
that occurs in the exterior environment,
exposed to general view and accessible and
relating to all members of the community,
it becomes evident that the ancient Greek

examples are not quite there. While
they are definitely exposed to general
view, they are not really accessible to all
members of the community. Most of the
examples occur rvithin the agora or market
place, where women u,ere prohibited.
Even if one were to argue that the people
who did frequent the agora made up a
community in themselves, most of the
seating examples discussed were reserved
for dignitaries, govemment offrcials, a¡d
other upper class members of society.

%¡{qe*f

Roman cities each conlained a forum, or
public square, at its geographical centre.
Much like the agora in Greece, the
forum was surrounded by religious and
governrnental buildings where the people
went to worship and to listen to speeches. It
was the centre of business and commercial

r$¡ÐsÊ'tiilïrÀ#

Fig. l.f 6 'Iyfical Sccue From Undcr a Colomde Ner thc
City's Forun (Jæhmski md Jæhemki, 1979)
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Fig. 1. 17 Stone Romm Bcnch Fowd Outside the Porrâ
Majom in Ostia. (Jæheruki md Jæhemski, 1979)

acúvity in the city (Grant 1970:15). Also
like the agora, the forum was surrounded
by colormades that provided shade and
shelter from the elements. The difference,
howeveç is that the forum housed public
baths, theatres and amphitheatres. But
more importantly, members from all social
classes were present - including women
(Grimal 1983:7). Figure 1.16 depicts a
scene from under one of the colonnades
adjacent to the forum. We see a vendor
selling shoes wlúle two women and one
chfd are seated on a bench. Two more
women are seated on another bench
perhaps listening to the conversation and
waiting to be attended to.

The public structures were used by all
people but class determined the time of
day they were used. For example, the
most elite men and women would use the

Iig. 1.18. Exmple of a Tricli¡im Situated in a Private
Ga'den. (Jæhemki md Jæheruki, 1979)

baths at the time when water temperahÌre
rvas at its optimal (late aftemoon) wlúle
the lowest classes lvorked longer hours
and therefore would arrive much later.
(Laurence 1994:139) The theatres and
amphitheatres were different in that they
held comedies, tragedies, and gladiatorial
combats tlat rvere associated with the
worship of the gods. This made them a
public necessity. People of all classes and
both sexes gathered here at tlre same time.
They were among the most prominent
buildings of the Roman city. Every city
in the empire had at least one theatre
and the more important ones also had
an amphitheatre. (Grimat 1983:57) The
orchest¡a was seated in a semi-circle at
the front of the theat¡e. Seats for the most
important people of the city were crowded
around the orchestra while the rest of the
audience took their places on the tiers of
the cavea. (Grimal 1983:58) These seats

could therefore tnrly have been considered
public.

Fig. 1.19 A¡cient Rom Bcnch À4ade of Bmnæ Foud ar

Pompeü (Richter 1966)

Unlike tle Etruscans, Roman furniture
design did not run parallel to that of the



Greeks. Ratheç it continued its history.
The chair with back, called the cathedra,
was simila¡ to the Greek klismos but often
heavier and not nearly as commonly used

@ichter 1966:97). Benches were used as

they were in Greece, but were regarded
as seats for the humble, since they were
considered less comfortable than other
forms of seating. Stone benches often lined
walls of buildings and were used, agaiq
by students listening to lectu¡es @ichter
1966:lO4). It is diffrcult to determine
exact periods of style for benches simply
because their design was almost always
the same. Legs were either voluted (spiral,
scroll shape) or animal inspired, armrests
- when present - were also voluted, and
backs were usually not present. @ichter
1966:104)

Another type of Roman "seating" most
often associated with private peristyle
gardens is the triclinium or dining couch
(Figure 1.18) on which Romarn would
recline while eating. Large numbers of
these triclinia lnve been found in lavish
and humble homes, attesting to the
"popularity of eating outdoors" among
most people of the time. (Jashemski and

Jashemski 1979:89) The dining couches
were simple U-shaped masonry structures
(sometimes semi-circular) consisting of
two parallel couches, the lectus immus
and the lectus summus, that were usually
equal in length and joined by a third
couch, the lectus medius. (Jashemski and
Jashemski 1979:89) Each of the three
couches accommodated three people,
making nine the ideal number for a dinner
party. The dinen supported themselves

on their left elbow and a table, placed at
the centre of the U was near enough for
each guest to help themselves directly
from the large serving dishes (individual
plates were not used). The hard masomy
couches would have been made more
comfortable with mattresses and pillows.
They were also often shaded with a vine-
covered arbor called a velum. ChildrerU
slaves, and travellers sat to eat, but on
special occasions they were often given
the privilege of reclining. (Jashemski and
Jashemski 1979:90)

Though usually associated with private
gardern, va¡iatiors of these triclinia have
been found in va¡ious other environments
including the tomb monuments of
Pompeü. These tomb monuments were
Iocated on roads leading out ofthe five city
gates. The tombs varied greatly in size and
form. Some were small temples, others
high altars, others still, commemorative
arches (Jashemski and Jashemski 1979:

150). One tomb in particular was quite
unusual. It took the form of a semici¡cular
bench, or schola, in a roofed niche,
providing a shady resting place for
travellers on this busy streel The form
is most likely derived from the garden

triclinium (Jashemski and Jashemski
1979:153). These scholae \vere also found
in conjunction with public buildings such
as the one at the Doric Temple of Pompeii.
Here, the schola is placed such that, when
seated, one has a view over the plain to the

Lattari Mountains beyond a¡rd to the Bay
of Naples on the right. These benches were
also associated with the central palaestra
(outdoor exercise area) ofthe public baths.



The palaestra was enclosed by a colonnade
and the benches were placed within them,
overlooking the garden. (Jashemski and
Jashemski 1979:158)

Rome's collapse was echoed in every aspect
of medieval life. Cultural values t¡at were
once widespread, lost their meaning or
were changed beyond recognition. When
the nomads plundered Rome, they found
chairs that made no sense to them. Their
habit was to squat on the ground, and so it
remained. (Giedion 1975:263) The Goths
produced no furniture modelled after the
shape of the human body. In the frfteenth
century, low, three-legged stools continued
to be used. According to Giedion (1975:
264),the people of medieval Europe sat in
an improvised and informal fashion, squat-
ting more often than they sat. People sat on

the bare floor and on cushions. They sat on
stairs and on the steps leading to the high-
posted beds. In the courthouse (c. 1450s),
people sat close together on plain wooden
benches without backrests, and r,vith little
room for the legs. The justices sat on the
floor with great informality, while digni-
taries sat on the steps of the royal th¡one.
(Giedion 1975:265)

Long periods of instability and wa¡
throughout Europe forced cities to turn
inwards, cutting the "most vulnerable
limbs from their bodies" (Grimal 1983:
8). Cities became closed behind fortified
walls. Tombs and temples were furnished
with little expense. Building materials
were taken from the buildings left outside
the walls. This was a time of profound
insecurity of living conditions. Every class
of society was menaced. Fortifications and
weapons formed the chief expenditures
of town budgets. Even behind walls, life
was not secure (Giedion 1975:212). A

Fig. 1.20 Medicval swing Bench. (Giedion, t97s),Fig.1.21 Tem cotra Seat arVilla Gæmi. @mpre t%9), ñg. r.22.
Sirnple Stone Bcnch at Vrux Ie Vicomte (plmptre 1989)
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new type of city was formed in fear and
confusion (Grimal 1983:8). Given the
need for fortificaúon and this profound
irsecurity and lack of resources, it is
unlikely that much thought or precedence
lvas given to public space in general, or
more specifically, to its fumishings and
ornament. This fear continued until well
into the thifeenth century. Monasteries
were the highest agents of civilizatiorq the
centres of social activity and education.
They offered places of relative safety and
stability in times of strife. It lvas within
these walls that medieval furniture took
shape. Examples include faldstools of
bronze or wood, ecclesiastical th¡ones,
and choir st¿lls. (Giedion 1975:300)
Figure 1.20 is a drawing of a medieval
"swingbench". The benches back rest can
be swung a¡ound so that seating on either
side of the bench is possible. (Giedion
1975:300)

Today, much of how we live and design is
also based on fear. People move to 'safe'
suburbs and gated communities for fear
of beíng robbed or harmed in some way.
Design is based on codes that maximize
safety and minimize risk for fear of
liability.

and architectrue. Its contribution however,
was not irsignificant. It elaborated in detail
on the designs of the late Gothic and by
the mid-sixteenth century the chai¡, once
agairq became a popularobject ofuse.

In terms of landscape desigq the western
ornamental gardens originated in the
Renaissance with the Medici gardens
near Florence serving as prototypes

@lumptre 1989:13). By the middle of the
seventeenth cenhÌry, the influence of the
Italian Renaissance was well established
throughout most of western Europe,
particularly in Frarce where it is seen in
such gardens as Chantilly and Fontainbleu

@lumptre 1989:14).

Seating has been incorporated into
garden architecture since the original
gardens of the Renaissance. Since then
people have disagreed on whether the
seats should be used as ornament, and
therefore "decorative and striking", or
whether they should be as unobtrusive
as possible. @lumptre 1989:151) In both
Italian Renaissance and French Baroque
gardens, seats were usually only treated
in a decorative runner if they occupied a
position of axial importance. In such cases

they were given higily decorated arms and
feet as illustrated in the terracotta seat at
Villa Garzoni (Figure 1.21) @lumptre
1989:151). In contrast, Figure 1.22 depicts
a simple stone bench at Vaux-le-Vicomte.
Situated in the garden's main parterre
beyond the house, the bench blends into
the overall design without playing an
active role in the grand vista.

According to Giedion (1975:300), the
Italian and French Renaissance of the
sixteenth century was less prolifÏc in the
sphere of furniture than it rvas in painting

:, i ::'.-'
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Once again, these garders were all
privately owned and therefore not
really available to all members of the
commurrity. On occasiorq the garders were
opened to the public but admittance was
generally limited to "people of quality".
(Cleary 2002:13) The seating provided
in them, therefore, cannot be classified
as public. The examples do, however,
provide relevant information on outdoor
seat design at the time. They are also the
forerunners of the seating we use today.

As for public seating at the time,
sonle literature suggests that seating
rvas inco¡porated into the pedestrian
promenades of seventeenth century
France. The promenades were designed
for recreational rvalks and carriage rides
and became distinctive feah¡res of French
cities and tolvns. They were usually

lined with trees and their linear layout
encouraged movement. (Clea¡y 2002:68)

Public gardens proliferated in number
and variety in the mid eighteenth century
lvhen they became "essential features of
well-appointed cities" (Cleary 2002:73).
Like the Tuileries Gardens, these public
garders were symmetrically composed of
bosquets and pafenes containing avariety
of settings for walking and sitting. This
would remai¡ the model for public gardern
to the end of the eighteenth century.

It was also a time when radical shifts in
interior fumiture design occurred. Now
luxury and flexibility in posture are
manifest through curved upholstered backs
allowing the chair to adapt itself to the
body (Giedion 1917:310).In 1725 a new
form of chair, the bergère, was designed

Fig- 1.23 The Gmd Iìrench Settee.(Giedim 1975) Dcsigned in 1775 for indær uc, ir is eæy to
scc how a f¡rpical pak bench still rcscmblcs this fom.
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with armrests and upholstered seat fused
into a continuous curye. The bergere en
gondole (named after the gondola) was
wavy lvith a semi-high back on which the
user could rest his or her "shoulder against
the chair back whjle leaving the head free
to avoid disarranging the hair either of the
ladies or the gentlemen'. (Giedion 1977:
3 13)

William Kent decided that a seat situated
as a focal point should beckon visitors
while at the same time providing a
reward once they have arrived at it. At
Rousham, he designed a parr of small,
pedimented, trellis-work pavilion seats
that did just that (Figure 1.2$.By the mid
eighteenth century these trellis pavilion
seats combined rvith Chinese influence
produced some of the most elaborate,
geometric designs of rvooden outdoor
seats. @lumptre 1989:75) Today these
are among the most popularly reproduced
furniture designs (Plumptre 1989: 154).

The Victoria¡n eqioyed being inventive
and "comfortable". It is important to point
out tlat the term comfort is a relative one
and that notiorn of what is comfortable
varies among cultures and through time. In
her book, The Chair, Galen Cra¡z (1998)
explains how the concept of comfort ca¡be
problematic in relation to long-term health
and skeletal alignment. This notion will be
discussed further in the fourth chapter of
this study. Nevertheless, the inventiveness

and desire for comfort of the time can be
observed in the variery of different styles
of garden furnishings, of the nineteenth
century. @umptre 1989:155) Wooden
seats became especially popular later
in the century with the Arts and Crafu
movement. One of the more ingenious
designs for rvooden seaúng incorporated
h¿ndles at one end and a rvheel at the
other allowing for ease of movement from
one site to another. This reflected a new
development in seating with regards to its
positioning in the landscape. Prior to this
time, seating was planned as part of the
overall design and tJrcrefore a permanent
fixture. Suddenly, it became completely
acceptable for seats to be moved from one
part of the garden to another. @umptre
1989:155)

The Victorians also worked with cast irorq
stone, and wrought iron when designing
seats. These models were much heavier

Fig. l.Z4 W-rllim Kent's Trcllis Wmk P¿villion Seat at

Rouhm. (Plmptre 1989)



and therefore not easily moved. Designs
of this day were often embellished with
rich designs such as backs with leaf rvork
or vines, arms ending in animal heads
or bi¡ds, and legs sometimes clothed in
foliage. This is somewhat reminiscent of
the ancient desigrn already discussed.

In summary, this chapter has traced
notions of public outdoor seaúng back
to prehistory and our early hominid
ancestors. With the beginning of western
civilization we see a more settled way of
life and the advent of structures designed
solely for the puqpose of sitting off the
ground- Over time, public outdoor seating
has evolved showing remarkably little
variation until the nineteenth century.
Here we see diversity in tìe materials
used as mechanization opens new doors
for invention. Nonetheless, many designs
continue to reflect the very early forms of
seating belonging to the ancient Egypúars.
Today one need only flip through an
outdoor furnishings catalog to see that
the majority of seating is very much
uninspired by irurovation and reminiscent
of the very first types.

Fîg. 1.25 Series of English Bmches 1858. @avis l914)
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Fig. 1.26 English Wrought Irorr Bcnch 1865 (Davis 1914)





2. Present Day Fubãie ffiutdoos' SeatEstff

Fig. 2.1. Two Bcachcs on Main St.





Chapter 2: lntroduction

'l'he prcvious clriqttcr pinpoiltte(l the origin
<-r1-outil<><¡l seatirrg in thc w estcm rvorlcl ancl
outlinecl its lìistor\ lìour the eiull horni-
rúcls ol' thc i)aleolithic Lo the rúuctccnth
ccntur), \'ict<>r'i¿rus.'f'his cha¡tter cliscusscs
the cull'eut statc ot' ¡lrrltlic seatirlg rvith
s¡rcc:ilìc lel'cLcucc trt the city ol'\\jiluripcg.
,\ qtricli iur,cntor'1 ol'scating tyltcs on lbur
stt'eets in ckl* nt<¡n u \\'inniltcg n ¿rs usccl [o
accou¡rlish this.

Ftg. 2.2 Map ot Domtom Wimipeg. Red lines outlinc
ilea of inventory.

The lnventory

-l hc inr.entor) w¿ts t¿rlieu betrveen Aprii
16'r' ancl iSth <¡1'2()03 at r,írrious tiures ol
clay. Foru' strccts in (lotvlìto\r,1t \\iinnipeg
rverc observecl. .\s illtrstratecl in lrigru'e 2.2,
fhe1, incluclccl 13roaclrr,al', fì'<xtr \,[cmorial
IloLrlevarcl, c¿tsI to \liún Stleet; Portage
.\r,enue l'rout Colon,r' Street, cast to t\laitr
Stlcet; i\,Iaiu Strect fìo4 lì'oaclrva), north
to thc I)israeli lì'eerva1,; ancl .:\l[rcr( Street,
lì'orn Notle l)zunc rqr to :urcl iucltrcling Olct



Fig. 2.3 Ad Bench Placcd Imediatcly Adjacent to a High Tmlfrc Roadway, Iìg. 2.3 Bench with Missing Slat on Seat, Fig.

z.i potisn"a cmite Seating wall - a Favouite perch for pæple working ir Neuby Buildings.

Market Square. Each street was negotiated

on foot so that all available seating options

could be recorded and photographed. The

overall condiúon of each bench was also

noted.
The intention of the inventory was simply

to illustrate some of the seating designs

that are currently in use in Wirmipeg.

The results are not meant to represent

all existing seating types in the city. In
scientific terms it would be closer to a

reconnaissance exercise rather than a

controlled sampling. No statistical analyses

were pedotmed and provisions were not

made to ensure equal representaúon of all

seating tlpes throughout the city-

Results/Critique

walls, raised planters, and stairs, but that

also could be appropriated a¡d used as

seating. While the different styles and

materialities of this type were not cor¡nted,

it was noted that these types tended to be

favoured over actual benches.

Frimary Seating StYle
Figures 27 ø 4A on the following pages,

illustrate some of the seating types

encountered in the inventory. Variations

occur mainly in materiality rather than in
form. For example, several combinations

of wood, metal, stone, and concrete a¡e

observed. Horvever, all observed styles

are "benches" - some with backs and

some without. TheY are all meant to

accommodate more than one sitter. When

these benches are occupied, however, it
is usually by only one person at a time.

Their long linear forms malie conversaúon

difficult rvhen more than two people

occupy one bench.

In all designs, seats are fixed in place

through bolts, concrete footings, or simply

by being too heavy to lift. Users a¡e

therefore unable to reposition the seats in

Over the course of the inventory, two

kinds of seating were encountered. The

hrst were those whose primary function
was seaúng such as chairs and benches.

Twelve different designs of this kind were

observed. The second were those that had

other primary funcúons such as retaining



Figs. 2.5 - 2.15 Photognphs of Vuiou Seating T¡pcs fücowtered in Iavcntory

What is wrong with these seats?
No one is usEng them
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Fig. 2.16 Clæsically Styled Bench Placed in Domtom Wimipeg Street.
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order to optimize their sun/wind exposures
and social arrangements. The benches
tend to be posiúoned on sidewalk edges

- either immediately adjacent to the road
or up against the adjoining properry. Those
placed near roadways generally tend to
double as advertising and seem to be least
desirable for sitúng. (Figtue 27) Design
and placement of these 'Ad Benches"
seems intentional, to deter people from
sitting on them thereby ma,rimising their
advertising poteutial. On Broadway, these
benches were placed on bouleva¡ds near
haffic intersections.
Many of these options were not designed
with the city's climate in mind. As a result,
most of them are covered in snow during
winter, making them virtually unusable to
the average inhabita¡t for a large portion
of the year. Those whose seats and / or
backs are made of metal are often too
cold to sit on in winter and too hot in
sunmer. Conc¡ete benches also tend to be
too cold in winter. Often these benches ¿re
placed in wide, opetr areas making users
uncomfortable and susceptible to the ha¡sh
winter winds.
These benches a¡e ethnocentric in that they
restrict postures other than the right-angled
seated one- People of many cultures do not
assume fhis posture rvhen at rest and some
resea¡chers, such as Galen Cranz (1998),
even believe this to be an unhealthy rvay
to sit. Variations in the dimensions of the
human body tend not to be considered.
All of the noted ç¡amples have fìxed
dimensions even though people come in
all shapes and sizes. The designs are based
on assumptions about average human
proportions. They also restrict alternate

uses. These benches are designed solely
for the purpose of sitting short lengths of
time. Any recreational or other uses are
unwanted.
Many are in poor condition, with pieces
missing or uneven bases making them
difFrcult and uncomfortable places to sit
(Figure 28). As such, they do nor add
to or enhance the urban environment
aesthetically, physiologically, or socially.

Secondary Seating Style
'While exact numbers of the secondary
seaúng types - the retaining walls,
planters, etc., lvere not recorded, several
observations were noted. In most cases,
these options were used more often than
the actual benches. Here, people were
observed sitúng, leaning, and perching
on them. This is probably due to several
reasons. These elements usually extend
from buildings to the sidewalk. They
are designed as parr of the building
architecture and therefore create boundary
zones between public and private ground
(Figure 29). It seemed thar most of the
people using them worked in nearby
buildings. They were popular smoke and
coffee brealç spots probably because of
their proximity to workplaces.
Not all sitters, however, worked in the
immediately adjacent buildings. So what
attracted them? Because the elements
are largely privately orvned, they tend
to be rvell maintained and clean. Most
are cotrstructed of finer materials such as

smooth granite making them more inviting
to sit on than most benches. Placement is
often such that those rvho choose to stop
and rest can do so without feeling exposed



or unsafe. Sitters c¿n face the action and
have their backs protected by the building.
Tlús proximity to the building also proves
desirable in various climatic conditions.
'When it is cold, as it was at the time of
shrdy, the buildings create warmer pockets
and a defencæ against wind. On hot days,
they provide shade liom the sun. As
previously mentioned, these elements also
allowed for a variety of postures making
them attractive to a wider range of people.

Wllliam Whyte's Social Lífe of
Smai! Urban Spaces

These preferences do not seem to be
specific to Winnipeg. William 'Whyte's

sfiidy, The Social Life of Srnall Urban
Spaces (1980), conducted in va¡ious
outdoor plazas in Nerv York City, reaches
sinrila¡ conclusions. He believed that
seating is perhaps the most important
component of a successful public space.
"Benches are artifacts, the purpose
of which is to punctuate architectural
photographs. They're not so good for
sitting. There a¡e usually too few of
them, they are too small, and they are
often isolated from other benches or from
rvlratever action there is on the plaza."
(1980:33) Their worst feafure is that they
a¡e 'Trozen in concrete perrnanence". He
found that ledges and sitting walls wide
enough for trvo people to sit back to back
are more successful. He also found steps
to be successful for simila¡ reasons. "The
range of space provides and infinity of
possible groupings and excellent site lines

make all these seats great for watching the
tlreatre of the street." (Whyte l98O:32)
Whyte (1980:28) believed rhar seaúng
should be physically comfortable. Designs
should be well contoured and include
backrests. He also believed, however, that
it is more important for it to be socially
comfortable. This means choice. Choice
can be provided by arranging seats an
a variety of sizes and configuraúons.
Moveable chairs allow users the freedom
of choice to move into or out of the sun,
to make room for groups, or to move away
from them. 'The possibility of choice is
as important as the exercise of it. If you
know you can move a chair if you rvant
to, you feel more comfortable staying
put... Moving the chair is a decla¡ation of
autonomy to oneself and rather saúsfying."
(Whyte: 1980:34) Social distance is a subrle
measure that varies amo[g people and
thei¡ relation to one another. The distances
of fixed seats do not change which is why
they are rarely quite right for anybody.
They tend to have so much space around
them that they feel somewhat awkward.
(W¡hyte 1980:35)
With moveable seats in the public realm
however, comes the issue of security.
'What is to stop people form stealing and
vandalizing them? There a¡e several sites
where this has not proved to be too much
of a problem. For example, William Whyte
(1980:37) described how the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York put out
approximately two hundred chairs along its
steps leaving them out unattended twenty-
four hours a day, seven days a week. TLey
found that it was less expensive to trust
people and to periodically



Gonclusion

In surnmary, most people prefer seaúng
that allows for several opúons in posture
and placement. Benches typical to the
public plazas and streets of today's cities
a¡e uncomfortable from both physical
and social perspectives ancl, perhaps as
a consequence, are subject to greater
vand¡lism than better designed, moveable
seats. They are used less than other
elements of the urban fabric such as
ledges, retaining walls, steps, and planters.
Any new proposal must take these factors
into consideration.

Ftg.2.t7 Potlage Avenu Plmter / Scating
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lntroduction

One of the initial intentions of this
project rvas to design a form of public
seating that related to place and the
urban identity of Winnipeg. In order to
do this, the past and present clisconrses
surrounding place and identity first had
to be outlined. However, tluough the
corrse of this study, it became clear' lhat
top-dolvn approaches to rlrban design,
such as constructing city identities, can
be inappropriate and even cletrimental
for several reasons,

As a result of globalization, our
understancling of geography and place
has been transfbnned irrevocably.
According to Joel Iiotkin (2000:4), rhe

worlcl at one úme seemed to be rnade
up of unique locations - Texas cattle
ranches, New England towns, rela.red
beachside cities. He argues that wlúle
these locations still do exist, rnauy of
the clistinctions betleen town and city
have become as 'bbsolete as the horse-
dralvn mail coach". Notions of place
and identity have been central to tlìe
practice of landscape a¡chitecture f'or
decades. Over the ),ears, the discourse
has evolved and toclay, acadelrúcs a¡rcl

clesigners question the releva¡rce of these
notions rvith regard to urban design.
Some, such as Rem Koolhaas, argue lbr



Fig. 3.2 Photograph Talien i¡ Domtom Wimipeg Illutrâting its 'Envimmcntal Chaacter'

the generic city a.s a form of idenrity itself.
He sees globalizaúon and its systematic
stripping of the city identity as cause
for celebration marking the emergence
of a global liberation movement. Others
believe that precisely this stripping of
identity is rvhat makes these notions even
more important now than ever before.
Still others believe that individuality is
achieved through marketing aad branding
srategies, similar to those used in the sale
of manufactured good.s.

Place and ldentity Defined

Place
The rvord place is derived from the ancient
Greek word plahrs meaning broad. This
later gave rise to the rvord plateia, an open
square or courtyard, or a shared coûìmons
surrormded by private houses. When Rome
expanded, its urban forms were spread
tlroughout Europe becoming symbols of
civilization. Among these components
were the bath, aqueduct, forum, and plania.
People in va¡ious regions developed other
prontrnciations such as piazza, platz, and
plaza. These terms are the forerunners to
the Anglo-Nonna¡l word, place, meaning
an open space ringed by houses. (Horvarth
2001:57)



in opposition to the 'alienation produced
by placeless modern environments".
(Duncan and Duncan 2OOl: 4l) Topophilia
is defined as the "affective bond betrveen
people and place where an increase in the
homogeneity of the landscape decreases

attachment to place". (Duncan and Duncan
2O0I: 42) According to Yi Fu Tuan, the
man responsible for coining the term, this
attachment can be based on, among other
things, memories or pride of ownership.
The aesthetic becomes a principle mode
of relating to an environment. (Duncan
and Duncan 2001:41) A more recent
line of research suggests that there can
be negative consequenc€s to topophilia,
namely social exclusion. For example,
the affluent bedroom community of
Bedford just outside New York City prides
itself on being the most beautiful outer
suburb of the New York metropolitan
area. Consequently, it is also the most
expensive. Here, landscape taste becomes

an example of "culrural capital" that is
highly valued by the local population. This
in turn, serves as a subtle basis for social
distinctions. Zornng of the community,
meant to maintain its aesthetic quality,
is such that lower income families could
in no way afford to live there. "Social
identities become spatialized through
topophilia. I-andscapes become symbolic
of social relations ancl the relaúve social
standing of individuals." (Duncan and

Duncan 2OOl:45)

In the past, humenistic geographers

were concerned with maliing explicit
the relationship between knowledge and

human interests. All social constructions

Frg. 33 Photognph Taken in Domtom Winnipeg
lluu-¿titrg its'Envi¡omental Chmctcr'

Place is different from the geometrical idea

of space. Where space is a set of points or
dimensions that measure distance, a¡ea,
and volume, place refers to a broaderrange
of human activity. It "sustains fi¡ndamental
concepts of time and space, the earth and

maps, forms of writing, the sacred, the
profane, gardens and buildings, region
and nation." (Horvarth 20Ol,'57) The
shape, feel, and texture of a place provide
a glimpse into the processes, structures,
spaces, and histories that went into its
making (Adams et al. 2001:xii).

Sense of place and the related idea of
topophilia a¡e associated rvith humanistic
geography of the 1970s. They were defined
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Fig. 3.4 The Arlington Bridge in Wimipeg
Fig.3.5 A Wimipeg Rail Yard
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were thought to reflect the values of
a society and an epoch. Humanistic
philosophies rejected any claims of
objectivity and pure theory in the study
of humans (Adams et al. 2001:xv).
Many humanistic geographers turned to
phenomenology, the philosophical science
-often combined with existentialism-
concerned rvith 'Lrniversal a¡rd absolute
larvs that govern the spiritual a¡rd
psychological workings of humans as the
philosophical basis for their investigations
of being-in-the-world.'(Adams et al. 2001:
xv) Such is the stance Ch¡istian Norburg-
Schultz took in his seminal work, Genius
Inci where he defined place as .the

concrete mânifestation of man dwelling...
It is a totality made up of concrete things,
haviug material substance such as shape,
colour, and rexture. Together these things
determine an'environmental cha¡acter'
which is the essence of place... place is
a q,rli¡¿¡ivs total phenomenon which
we cânnol reduce to any of its qualities
without losing its concrete narure." (1979:
5) Norburg-Schultz (1979:lg) reminds
us that genius loci is a Roman concept.
According to ancient Roman belief, every
independent being has its orvn guardian
spirit - or genius. Tlús spirit gives life
to people and places, accompanying
them from bi¡th to death, and detemrines
their character or essence. Other ancient
settlelnents recognized the importance of
an intimate uuderstanding of the genius
of their home locale. Survival in both
physical and psychic senses depended
on it. One example rvas discussed in the
previous chapter - where each ancient
Egyptian scttlement rvas associated with

a particular deity rvhose attributes rvere
manifçs1 in the place. "Human identity
is... a function of places ¿¡d things. It
is therefore not only important that our
environment has a spatial structure which
facilitates orientaúon, but that it consists
of concrete objects of idenúfication".
(Norbnrg - S ch ûItz 197 9 :20)

Other humanistic academics emphasized
the politics of place and place making.
Edwa¡d Relph (in Adams er al. 2001:xv)
believed that 'bne of the first aims of the
phenomenology of geography shoutd be to
retrieve these everyday experiences from
the academic netherworld and to return
them to everyone by re-arvakening a sense
of wonder about the ea¡th and its places".

For much of the 1980s and 90s, questions
of place had been devalued, but given the
current global conditions these questions
have resurfaced and are once again worthy
of academic consideration. According to
Adams et aI. (2001:xix), 'Focus on place
is not a current academic fad: place is
central to how the world seems to work."
Many scholars, horvever, no longer trust
the sea¡ch for universal definitions and
the terrn humanistic geography has not
frequently bee¡r used since the 1980s.
Today, various contexts a¡e examined
and rather than attempting to captrue the
'bssence of place", most scholars interpret
its multiplicity. Rather than focusing on
human existence they speculate on the
ways placæ influences individual and
collective identities surrounding race,
ethnicity, class, gender, and sex'ality
(Adams et al. 2@l:xix). From this view,



Fig. 3-10 Identity cm be Expressed Simply by Where One
Chmscs to Sit

'þaces are not so much bounded areas as

they are open porous networks of social

relations" (Adams et al. 2001:xix). Place

identiúes are therefore multiple and can

change over time. If we accept that places

are porous networks, then we can see

how they might allow themselves to be

influenced by certain global phenomena

while súll maintaining ¿ çe¡rain amount of
individuality. The quesúon then becomes

- can a city reach equilibrium between

having enough global culture to funcúon as

part of the current globally oriented world
and still maintain its own individuality and

character?

ldentity
Both the word and the idea of idenúty are

modern in origin. According to Mlbur
Zelinsþ (2ffi1:I29), the ea¡liest citation in
the Oxford English Dctionary of the term
in anything resembling its current meaning
is dated at 1638. Here it was defined as:

'The satneness of a person or thing at all
times or in all circumstances; the condition

or Jact thal a person or thing is itself
and not something else; individualiry;
personaliry'.

An upsurge in the usage of the word began

approximately fifty years ago suggesting

an increase in the number of people and

places pondering just who or what they
are. (Zelinsþ 2O0l: I29) A series of social
and technological developments, such as

automotive and air transport, electronic
media beginning rvith the telegraph,

cable, and telephone, and then television,
email, and the internet resulted in changes

in social, demographic, economic, and

psychological condiúons. Until World War
I, the western notion of the nation state

was a promising utopia. People believecl

in their leaders and identified themselves

with the countries in which they lived.
After World Wa¡ II the nation state came
'to be seen as dystopic. "'Whatever rigidities
the modern naúon-sate may have intended
and imposed on its citizens, the issue of
choic¡: of furdividual life projects and of
personal identity had begun to emerge."
(Zelinsky 20Ol:133) I-ater, in the 1950s,

'identity' began its "meteoric rise from
relative obscurity". (Zelinsky Zffi I : I34)

It is also at this úme that we observe

individual and collecúve noúons of escape

through science fiction and imagining
of time travel. Originally, science ûcúon
celebrated the rvonders of science and

technology. But by the 1950s, it began to
construct alternative worlds, histories, and

life forms, expressing a discontent with
the actual situation of the time (Zelinsky

2001:135). More recently, we see a boom
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Fig. 3.11 Peoplc Often Weu Clolhing that Expresscs thcir
Identities.
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in historic preservation and nostalgia-filled
a¡chitecture and urban planning strategies
such as New Urbatism. Douglas Kellner
(in Zelinsky 2001:133) says:

"ln rnodernity identity becomes more
mobile, multiple, persona), sef-reflective
and subject to change and revision. Yet

identity in modernity is also social and
O ther-related...The forms of tdentity...are
also relatively substantial and fired;
identity still comes from a circumscribed
set of roles and norms: one is a mother,
a son, a Texan, a Scot, a proþssor, ø
socialist, a Catholic, a lesbiøn - or
rather a combination oJ these social roles
and possibilities. Identities are thus
still relatively circumscribed, fixed and
limited, though the boundnries of possible
identities, of new identities, and are
c o nti nual ly exp anding. "

By the 1960s, modemism gave rise to the
post-modern era. While it is still too near
to us to fully understand its implications,
one idea implicit in the discourse is the
dilemma of identity (Zelinsky 2001: 135).
Zygmunt Bauman (in Zelinsky 2N1:736)
says:

"Postmodernism ß the point at which
modern untying of tted identities reaches
its completion: it is now all too ecßy to
choose identiry, but no longer possible
to hold it. At the moment of its ultimate
triumph, the liberation succeeds in
annihilating its object..-Freedom...has
given the postmodern seekers of identity all
the powers oJ a Sisyphus. " [Sisyphus being
a Corinthian king etemally condemned to

rolling a heavy rock up a hill in Hades only
to have it roll down again as it nea¡s the
top. (Merriam-Webster online 2003)l

O¡r one hand, postrnodernism has provided
freedoms never before attained. One can
escape from identities that are no longer
suitable or tolerable through migraúon or in
siru. Identities are no longer 'circumscribed
orfixed'. You can be whoeverand whatever
you want. Gilles Deleuze (in Borden 2001:
l1) defines difference based on originality,
individualism, and particularity. But, if
everyone is different then there is no group
of others from which to be different. In
other words, by being unique, you ale
actually being like everyone else. Henri
f,efebvre (in Borden et. al. 2001:11), on
the other hand, formulates difference
as 'that wlúch emerges from struggle,
the concephral, and the lived. It occurs
through social constructions such as class,
ethnisily gender, age, family relations,
and sexuality". In terrns of landscape,
the continued globalization of all realms
of human affairs has led to worries of
being reduced to universal sameness

and anonymity, resulting in the urge to
differentiate oneself from the rest - to find
one's authentic self. This can be seen in all
localities that have reacted to the downside
of placelessness and have worked to come
up with some form of distinctiveness.
I-,efebvre (in Borden 2001:11) argues for
a revolutionary project - a 'differential
space" that restores difference eusuring
that the 'lght to the city is not the right
to buildings or even public space but
rather the right to be different, the right
not to be classified forcibly into categories



determined by homogenizin g porvers. "

Globalization and the Generic
City

A common theme in all areas of current
academia relates to the noúon of
globalizarion and its impact on place.
Wbile it is often discussed as a recent
development, its origins can be seen
in ancient Roma¡ city planning. Upon
conquest, Roman cities were laid out in
a sqrutre crossed by two perpendicular
roads that met at the centre of the square.
Each city contained a forum, theatres
and amphitheatres, baths, temples, a
basilica or courthouse, and aqueducts
and fountains regardless of where they
occurred. Nonetheless with recent surges
in technology and mobility, the effects
of globalization are perhaps heightened
today. According to Michael Speaks
(2002:50), globalization has erased local
and regional differences to such an extent
that we now live in a global monoculh¡re.
Cities a¡e forced to compete with each
other for market sha¡e while using
the sâme architectural, planning, and
commç¡qial 'thess pieces"provided by this
monoculture. Architecn¡ral "exoúca", such
as the Guggenheim at Bilbao are examples
of the extreme measures cities will take
in order to differentiate themselves. Its
rema¡kable success, however, has resulted
in its quick absorptioninto the monoculture
and therefore is now being deployed iu I¡s
Angeles, Buenos Aires, Tokyo, and any
other city in need of an economic boost.

"Soon there will be a 'Bilbao' in every
city." (Speâks 2@2:50)According ro Berci
Florian (2002:24) "Urban developments
will increasingly have to talie shape from a
global awareness. The simple importation
of concepts and formulas from other parts
of the world is no longer sufficient."

This view is slightly deceiving. Ir suggesrs
that it is too late - that all cities a¡ound the
world are exactly the same. This is simply
not true. While it is true that one can fiid
at least one McDonald's restaurant in
almost any city in the world, we cannot
say that Berlin is the same as Winnipeg is
the s¡me as Tokyo. Each city has its own
culnrre, geography, histor¡ architecture,
climate, language, density, and assemblage
of people resulting iu the difTerences we
perceive in each cify. And as far as the
construction of a 'Bilbao' in every city
- how is this different than the ubiquitous
presence of churches, roads, or places of
commerce that have always been part of
every city?

In his publication, Generic City, Rem
Koolhaas (1995:t4) argues that stripping
the city sf l¡s L nique identity is not cause
for lament, but rather for celebration. "It
ma¡ks the emergence of a global liberaúon
movement, attempting to free itself from
the imprisoning strictures of identity."
Koolhaas (1995: l5- 16) cs¡rinuss;

"ldentity is fixed and over-determined. It
can only change at the cost ofdestabilizíng
ixelf. For insîance, Pa¡is can only become
more Parisian. It ß already on iß way
to becoming hyper-Paris resulting in a
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polislrcd caricature of itself. The generic
city is on planning autopilot - it is self-
organizing. It tnakes meaningless any form
of intervention that seeks to give it stability,
substance, layers, or identíty... It is not a
total absence of identity, but is city identity
at degree zero."

This is in direct contrast to Berci Florian's
top-down approach to urban identity
through city branding.

Branding and the City

" ...[TJhe yourtg ciry dweller proclaims
all of life to be ø holiday, and while the
rest of the world is scanned for unique
cuhural phenomena, he/she now also
has great expectations of his/her home
address. This residence is ¡to longer a
lfelong constan4 but is very much subject
to changing personal circurnstances. As
well as changingfarnily and job situatiorß,
seff-imctge is of decisive importance in the
choice of a place to live. Navigating on a
widely subdivided network of interests and
hþsryles, one's own image ts constantly
being set qgainst the background of the
residential envtronment." (Vermeulen
2002:12)

Individuals choose to live in certain
places based on desired qrralities, personal
interests, and most recently, self-image.
Differences betrveen cities, however, are
becoming smaller when the consumer
actually needs a wider range of choice.
Si¡ce some cities tend to be more

attracúve to tourists and migrants than
others, 'buccessful formats are eagerly
snapped up" and replicaúon becomes the
ambition and eventually, the icon of the
city. Rotterdam calls itself 'Ma¡hattan on
the Maas', while Eindhoven calls itself
'Rotterdam on the Dommel' (Vermeulen
2OV2:70). According to Ma¡co Vermeulen
(20U2:12), cities, rather than developing
empfy icons, should develop existing
qualiúes into a sust¡inable image such
that the present 'building images' evolves
into'image building'. He believes that the
intention behind many current construction
projects is to enhance the image of the city
without knowing exactly what that image
is. Image is primarily derived from well-
worn prejudices, desires, and memories
and only partially from physical reality.
These emotions, according to Vermeulen,
take shape in the collective memory rvhere
little space is left for facrual data. This
instinctual feeling then, is the key to u¡ban
self-awa¡eness rvhich, in turn, can become
the basis for the development of the acnral
city.

Berci Florian (2002:20) sees the lack of
differenúation âmong cities as resulting in
impersonal, anonlmous, a¡d, in the end,
uninhabitable places. Florian argues for
the exploration of a new train of thought
that arrives at cities with depth, originality,
and character in turn, gnpping people's
emotions and binding them to that place.
l.ocal forms of citizenship tend to flourish
rvhen there is some form of connection to
the place (Mommaas 200236).'Cities",
Florian states, 'heed a soul." (2002'20)
Fundamentally, this is not a new way



of thinJiing. In fact it is quite similar to
Ì1 Fu Tuan's 1970s notion of topophilia
menúoned ea¡lier. The difference being,
that rather than simply relyrng on the
aesthetic of the city in question, Florian
suggests a concept called city branding
rvhereby the city is marketed in the same
m2nner as a product.

Advertising has recently begun to
highlight the role a producr can play in
the consumer's self image over the ach¡al
intrinsic value of the product. So too,
according to Floria¡, can the image be
detached from the physical city in order
to express its potential to the fullest. A city
might invest in advertising related products
and strategic interventions that can have

a considerable influence on the image
of a city with relatively few resources
(Vermenlen 2OO2:13). For exanple, the
Rotterdam water taxi may have a greater
influence on the city's image than perhaps
many large-scale building projects. The
problem with reliance on a constructed
brand, horvever, is that as many of us
know, when we purchase a product based
on its brand, it does not necessarily mean
we are receiving a product that is acnrally
different from its competitors. We are
simply buying an association with a
particular lifestyle. pq¡ s¡ample, when rve
choose Coke over Pepsi, it is often because
we would rather be associated with the
fun-loving, harmonious, and nostalgic
Coke bottle than with Britney Spears via

Fig. 3.13 Coretnrction Site Wall Covcrcd inAdvetisìog
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a can of Pepsi. Not necessarily because we
prefer one product to the other. If we rely
solely on branding to differentiate cities
rve may end up with a series of superficial
identities ratlter than actual ¡rnique places.

Florian (20O2:24) argues that city idenúties
must not be invented, but rather rooted in
local and regional culture. He suggests that
they be shaped on their origins, without
the 'þaralyzing desire" to preserve tlìe
past. They should be derived within the
"terms of the city's cultrual singularity and
the unique chemistry between the people
that is characteristic of it", thus ensuring
the uniqueness of each city brand. He
further argues for transfonning the city's
aspirations into an expression of local
identity in an inspirhg way.

Upon first glance this seems like a
potentially interesting approach. But, just
as with topophilia, city branding has the
potential for some serious consequences -
namely social cxclusion. Hans Mommaas
of the University of Tilburg (2002.34)
reminds us that city branding is associated
with a¡r econornically inspired desire to

increase a city's status or prestige as either
a tourist destination or as a residential /
business destination. Brands give products
(and cities) an added symbolic value rvhich
makes them worth more than they a¡e in a
simply material or functional sense. They
are expressions of ideals or lifestyles
thereby adding to the economic value
of the product (Klein 2000:6). It is this
creation of added value, and among many
other things, the preying on peoples'need
for a sense of belonging that has in recent
years made brands symbolic of economic
exploitation and cultrual panipulaúon.

This desi¡e to attract people and business
is extremely important in today's
infor¡nation-based economy where
mobility and freedom of location are
inherent. Unlike the industrial economies
of the past, today's economy no longer
requires businesses to be located nea¡
ports and resources. 'The more technology
frees us from the tyranny of place and
past afûliation, the greater the need for
individual places ûo make themselves
more attractive." (Kotkin 2O0O:7) A recent
study showed that lúgh technology firms
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preferred to locate in places that were
attractive to skilled workers in terms
of 'quality of life' rather than the more
traditional factors such as taxes, regulation,
or land costs (Kotkin 2OO0:7). According
to Body-Gendrot (2003 : 133):

"New technologies allow people to
move and act from a distance liberating
elites from territorial corutrainß. The
less privileged, however, lacking choice
or energy are caught in the trap oJ

motionlessness in a world which values
mobility."

In terrns of city branding, then, there is the
danger that brands are created based on the
desired 'quality of life' factors of a targeted
demographic in the hopes of attracting
a particular corporation to the city. This
would then result, not only in economic
gain for a select group of individuals, but
the alienation of all other citizens who
do not subscribe to that particular brancl
or lif-estyle. And while some people may
have the means to move from city to city
in search of places that best exemplify
their ephemeral self-images and desired
lifestyles, not everyone is afforded this
luxury. This, in the end will only lead
to further inequaliúes and fragmentation
rather than the desired feelings of
solidarity artd cornmunality. Mommaas

QOOZ:al warns, 'Brands which reflect
only the cleaned up urbanity of the rising
middle class will not mesh with actt¡al
living conditions of the larger parts of the
population."

According to Michael Speaks (2002:52),

the most significant problem with city
branding is that it is a conventionally
top-down approach to viewing the city
as a 'leld of themeable attractors baited
with the honey of consumer choice and its
users, antlike drones, whose movements
are scripted and controlled from above by
the city brander." The city and its users are
thus passive participants in someone else's
'þa-"".

It is incorrect to assume that globalization
has systematically transformed all
difference into sameness. It is not simply
an extension of internationalization.
Globalization operates by a different and
more complex set of "rules" (Speaks
2OA:54). Ha¡dt and Negd (in S¡reaks
2O02:54) point out that rhe srruggle
between "universal sâmeness and
national, regional, and local sameness
has been displaced by a multitude of
differential networks, each competing for
dominance in the inter-connected globat
marketplace." These networks are free to
roam the planet in search of compeútively
advantageous affiliations. ln the United
States, geodemographers have identified
62 distinct lifestyle types or clusters - each
with its own set of values and cuhure.
Similar lifestyle groups may be of different
races, classes, genders, and may live in
geographically distant regions of the city,
s[ate, or country. According to Speaks
(2OA:58), these clusters are new forms of
individualizaúon rvithout being dependent
on even temporarily fixed identiry. They
are identity-in-transit and or¡¡ ciúes become
the places rvhere they overlap without
necessarily rubbing against each other.



While similar lifestyle groups occur all
over the globe, public seating in the urban
environment, then, can potentially become
the actual physical points of overlap of
these clusters. They can be places from
rvhich to observe members of other
clusters as well as one's own, or they can
be engaged and appropriated by members
of the clusters in everyday activity.

'Tf place is subjected to the homogenizing
teclniques of mass production and
marketing, a critical humanist perspective
reminds us that the 'product' may be
appropriated in disúnct ways by different
individuals and thei¡ particular modes of
habitation. " (Adams et al. 2001:xx) In
their essay, Fragments for a Queer City,
David Bell et al. (2001:88) discuss the
notion of erogenous or 'sex zones' in the
urban fabric. They point out that these 'sex
zones' are much more diverse, complex,
and part of the urban fabric than other
researchers have suggested. It is "...quite
diffìcult to think of any part of the urban
fabric that isn't at least potenti"lly atr
erogenous zone - from ATM foyers, to
libra¡ies, to office blocks, from night
buses, to scout huts, to reslaurants, and
from construction sites, to Tupperware
parties to football terrac€s - each having
its own distinct erotics". He marks the
skeet as potentially the most erotic of
erogenous zones where everyone is free to
look at everyone. These nooks and streets
come together in the cityscape to produce
a 'finely calibrated sexual map of the city.
The map is constantly evolving as hostile
attention at one site leads to its abandon
and new sites are populated. These zones

do not necessarily need to be recognizable
or informally designated and often occur
rvithout most of the general public even
knowilg of its existence. Chauncy (in
Bell et al. 2001:90) discusses how gay
men in 1920s and 30s Nerv York, devise<l
a variety of tactics that allowed them to
move freely about the city, appropriating
spaces not ma¡ked as gay, and constructing
for themselves, a gay city in the midst of,
¿nd invisible to, the dominant city. I would
suspect that this type of mapping occurs for
most subculû¡res. Skateboarders know of
all the optimal "skate spots" while graffiti
afists could name every clean white, spray
paint-able surface in the city. In each case,
sites a¡e ranked based on appropriateness
for the activity. In Winnipeg, Sunday night
drag racing on PortageAvenue has bccome
well-known. In a conversation rvith one
of these c¿r enthusiasts, I learned that he
had mapped out all the roacls in the city
containing large, potentially hazardous
potholes so as to avoid damaging lús
automobile.

Conclusion

Regardless of where one stands on the
issue of branding, the fact remains - the
city as generic type is outdatecl. "Once
agafur, lve need to give a strategic, reflexive
shape to the lost local urban individuality."
(Mommaas 2OO2: 36) The questions now
become, how do we individualize our
cities rvithout exclusion, fragmentation,
and the construction of clichés? And, horv
does design aid in this individualization?



Community occurs in networks, not
groups. In networked societies boundaries
are permeable, interactions a¡e with diverse
others, and connections switch between
mulúple networks (Wellman 20OI:227).
Cities a¡e where these networks overlap
but not always where they meet. These
networks, however, are not bounded
within one city or place, but rather can
span the globe. A friend once told me
that he always travels with his skateboard
because it automatically connects him to
the local network of people with similar
interests to his. Although it is a highly
localized activity, skateboarding is part
of a global network of "approximately
like-minded individuals". (Borden 2001)
An individual's social network flen, can
include people from all over the world.
At the same Lime, members of different
social networks can liye in close proximity
without ever coming i¡rto contact with one
another. I may feel more con¡ected to
someone whose lifestyle is simila¡ to mine
but who lives in Tokyo than to someone
who lives in my neighbourhood with a
completely different lifestyle. However,
the fact that we live in the same city
inevitably creates a common bond between
us. We both endure the same harsh winters
and mosquito filled summers_ We both
occupy the same landscape - even if we
appropriate it in different ways. Perhaps
these natu¡al, inescapable factors are
once again the answer to creating an
individnali2sd ç¡1y.

According to sociologist Barry lVellnan
(2O01:227), a computer network c¿n
facilitate a social network just as easily as
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a physical meeting place. IVhile rhis may
well be true, we still require physical means
of contact with other people. Tlre park
bench can be seen as more thanjust a place
to sit. It is a "social insútution, a meeting
place for people who do not need to have
anything more in corlmon than that they
have time to spare" (Mollerup 1986:43).
Can we design a 'þark bench" that reflects
all of the social netlvorks occurring within
a specific city and that allows for all modes
of socializing between and among these
networks? If we are to have viable public
spaces again, we must re-think the way
they allow for social encounters. They must
allolv for cornm rnication among networks
all over the world as well as between the
various networks witlún a specific place
or city perhaps tlrough both electronic
and physical means. Their physical design
must also depend on local factors such as' climate, customs, availability of materials,
etc. thus emphasizing the individuality of
place. A series of benches strategically
placed throughout downtown Winnipeg,
designed by local a¡tists and designers, can
help to reflect the multiplicity and diversity
of this place.





4. Appropriation, the Body, perception, and
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homeless, for purposes other than simply
siuing.

The park bench is also seen as a social
institution - "a meeting place for people
who have nothing more in common
than that they have time to spare."
(Mollerup 1999:28) More recently, on-line
commrurities, chat rooms, and message
boa¡ds have begun to play a similar role
to that of the public square or park bench
as meeting places begging the quesúon; is
public spacr even relevant any more? The
anonymity provided by on-line chat rooms
cân allolv i¡rteractions among people
rvho may never otherwise interact face to
face. On the other hand on-line chatters
choose which rooms they enter based
on personal interests thereby limiting
their exposure to people with a coûtmon
interest or lifestyle such as musical taste
or sexual orientaúon. In the public squa-re

(ideally) contact with people from varying
social networks is much more likely. And
since access to virtual communities is
currently only attainable to those who
can afford a personal computer and its
associated internet access costs, public
spaces in the urban envi¡onment can still
be important physical points of overlap for
these networks. Urban furnishings - like
benches - can be more than simply places
from which to observe people, they can
becorne elements that a¡e engaged with and
appropriated by u¡y member of any cluster
in everyday activity. This chapter also
addresses questions such as the following:
Can elements in the urban environmenf not
only provide places to sit but also places
to play? Can these elements be designed

to allow temporar), appropriaúon and use
in ever-changing ways and con-tgurations
depending on the rvlúmsy of the player?
The spontaneous play could then result
in unique interpretaúons of place leaving
nothing behind but the experience within
the player and perhaps the temporary
configuration of elements. Percepúon of
place is altered with each play session and
is therefore always relevant.

"Architectural theoreticians confuse
Hannah Arendt's idea of public sprrce
with the Greek notion of the agora, the
place of public gathering. They forget
that the real action took place in the stoa
where deals were rnade and the state was
run in sheltering shadows. Public space
is a place where many activities overlap:
riclt confusion, commerce, seduction,
and filth. Public space worl<s not as a
designed element, but is instead catved
oul by wheeling and d.ealing, crossroads,
and the chance atfreedom, where a person
emerges from the shadows into light that
grows into the ever-extending space of
public galhering and demonstration, and
seeps into every open pore oJ the city."
(Aaron Betsþ 1998:458)

We are currently seeing a shift in many
NorthAmeric¿n cities where the distinction
between city, suburb, and countryside is no
longer clea¡. Our city centres, once home
to overlapping activiúes and the 'rich



Fig. 4.2 Major Public Troit Stop in Domtom Wimipeg

confusion" menúoned above have now
become mono-functional zones - office
zones, gentdfied neighborhoods, gherros,
and coûrmercial ard tourist districts.
Suburbs like Orange County in California,
on the other hand, are no longer simply
residential neighborhoods and shopping
malls. They now have service sectors
containing ethnic reslaurants, universities
and theatres. According to Steven Jacobs

QOO2:19) the periphery and the city cenrre
have blended to form an amorphous and
fractured landscape. This is what he terms
post-urban space. So where in this post-
urban space, with its increasing tendencies
towa¡d privatization, surveillance, and
cleaning up of 'llth", is there room for
public life? Many believe rhar ir is in
the unplanned voids of our everyday
landscape. Streets, parking lots, and

leftover spaces not originally intended for
these purposes.

We live in a rvorld of meaning. We exist in
and are surrounded by places rather than
'ãbstract frameworks of geometric and
spatial relationships" (Adams et. al 2OOl:
xxi). True public space has meaning. This
meaning does not exist in the designed

- yet empty - plazas of our cities, but
rather "meaning emerges in urban form,
social life, and the narrative richness of
the everyday." (Betsky 1998:458) Arúsrs
and designers convert this meaning into
form. Through shared associations, dreams
and fears, functional forms - such as

skyscrapers, bus stops, blue jeans, or park
benches - can lead to a coherent collective
experience. (Betsky 1998:458) From rhis
view, everyday architecture and landscape



architecture can play an important role in
creating a collective experience.

"Rethinking the city necessarily involves
the temporal. Thus ¡t is important to
consider that architecture ß not just
the space-time of the permanenL of the
great canonic worlcs thal stand seemingly
immutable over nhe centuries while all
a¡ound them decays and is destroyed. It
is also the everyday architecture oJ the
city- that which is embedded in all tlæ
routines, activities, paÛerns, and emotions
of quotidian liþ; that which ranges,
spatially, from the body to the globe and,
temporally, from the ephemeral and the
briefest moment to the longer time of the
generation, cycles of life and death, and
beyond. Architecture is part oJ the fow of
space and time, parî of the interproduction
of space, time, and social being." (Borden
et. al.200l:12)

A recent trend among planners, designers,
and artists has been to focu on this

ubiquitous everyday and its associated
architecture - generic elements such as the
strip mall, the supermarket, the fasrfood
outlet, or in the case of this project, the park
bench. They no longer search for unique
elements such as historical monuments and
geographical peculiarities r,o establish plac€
identiúes. Although these generic elements
are exchangeable and can be placed
anywhere, they still determine the outdoor
cha¡acter and functioning of a city in many
respects. (Jacobs 2002:26) And while they
are often regarded as contradictions of
urbanplanning they also become places for
a variety of unintended activities. It is this
transformation of funcúon of the everyday
that is currently of interest to designers and
pl¡nners. Margaret Crawford (in Jacobs
2002:.25) argues for everyday spaces
that avoid being overly planned - where
experience is not completely dictated by
pl¡nners and designers. 'Lived experience
should be more important than physical
form in defining the city. Everyday space
should stand in contrast to the carefully

Frg. 4.3 AtEveryday Drive Thru ATM æd Bank là¡kine llt, Ftg- 4.4 Or¡dær Plaza at The Fo¡ks in
Wimipcg Complcte with dcsignatcd "Buk Stop"
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planned, officially designated, and often
underused spac€s of public life that can
be forurd in most American cities." If
it is true that dictating the way places
are experienced leads to boredom and
therefore eventual desertion, then how
cån we facilitate multiple, meaningful, and
.rniq* experiences if not through form?
Currently, many of our everyday spaces
are carefully planned. Parking lots a¡d fast
food outlets are desiped and sited with
very specific intentions in mind - to be
efficient, inexpensive, and to discourage
loitering/interacúon (Figure 57). As such
they are uninviting and tend to go unused.
Spaces that a¡e designed for meeúng, such
as The Forks (Figure 58) in Winnipeg, are
often overly saniúzed and accessible to
only certain members of the public. This,
however, does not mean that physical form
is less important than lived experience. On
the contrary, it only proves that physical
form is directly related to lived experience
and that we must try to find new forrns that
allow for new experiences based on the
imaginations of the users. And as Borden
et. at. (2001:3) suggest, physical form
and lived experience should be united in
a¡chitectu¡e (and landscape architecture)

"Architecture ¿.r no ob¡ect. At an
interdßciplinary nexus, as an intrinsic
element of everyday liþ, architecture is
not composed of ßolated and monumental
objects. Architecture ¿J ambient and
atmosphertc, and architecture allows
w to tell stories - it is both backdrop
to arul inspiration for theoretical and
poetic musings of all kinds... Ultimately,
then, architecture is less the constitution

of space îhan a way of watching and
comprehending the spat¿dlity of the city-,,

Hen¡i l-efebvre (in Borden er. al. 2001:6)
claims space to be 'h historical production,
at once the medi tm and outcome of social
being. It is uot a theatre or setting but a
social production, a concrete abstraction
- simultaneously mental and material,
work and product - such that social
relations have no real existence except in
and through space." In essence, people
make places and places make people.
I-efebvre sees social constructions such
¿rs class, gende¿ ethnicity, ss¡rnlil¡
family relaúons, and age as central to
the production of space. Anthropologists
such as Shirley Ardener, Uz Bondi, and
Doreen Massey (in Borden et.al. 2001:6)
explain how the relation between gender
and space is deûned through power. That
is, the social stahrs of women defìnes the
spac€s they occupy. Conversely, space
has the ability to maintain, symbolize, and
reinforce gender relations.

If space is a social producúon, as I-efebvre
and Borden et. al. (2001:9) postulare, rhen
each era produces its own understanding
of space and experiences it accordingly.
Lefebvre (in Borden et.al.10) outlines four
eras and the spaces associated with each.
The pre-historic era is associated with
natural space. This then gives way to the
space of slavery or absolute space where
the fragments of natural space are rendered
sacred. This then gives rise to historical
space, the early towns of the West, or the
space of feudalism, and finally abstract
space, which tends torvard homogenization



and the erasure of difference. Here space
becomes courmodity and is at once
concrete and abshact, homogenized and
fragmented. It is the space of capit¡lism.
kfebvre (in Borden et. al. 2001:11)
also proposes a new space yet ûo come

- a differenúal space - one that respects
difference rather than burying it under
homogeneity. The right to the city is 'h
right that legitimates the refusal to allow
oneself to be removed from urban reality
by a discriminatory and segregative
organization." (I-efebvre in Borden et.al
2001:12) In other words, it is not simply
the right to buildings or even public space
but rather the right to be different, the right
not to be classified forcibly into categories
deter¡nined by homogenizing potvers.
This "differenúal space", then, speaks to
the human body, the social body, and its
knowledge, desires, and needs. It is the
spaúal equivalent of'the total revolution,
the path toward the restoration of the total
human; it is not a singular universal entity
but the socialist 'space of differences'."
@orden et.al. 2001:6)

other discursive tneanu. Gender is thus
something we do, and 'do' recurrently."
(Bell et.al.2M1:78)

The social statr-rs of women defines the
spac€s they occupy. It also defines the
way they comport themselves in space,
that is the way they allow their bodies to
move through the spaces they occupy. In
her sh-rdy of feminine body comportment,
Isabel Young (2003:170) noted thar, in
general, females tend not to open their
bodies in everyday movement. They often
sit, stand, and walk with thei¡ limbs close
to or closed a¡ound them. She also noúced
that lvomen tend not to reach, st¡etch,
bend, lean or st¡ide to the full limits of their
physical capacities, even when doing so
would better accomplish a task or morion.
The space that is physically available to
the feminine body is frequently gteater
than the spaces that she uses and inhabits.
Yorìng (2003:l7O) also found that this
comportment occurs in females as young
as fou¡ years old, postulating that it is
a learned response. It derives from the

female's experience of her body as a thing
a[ the same time that she experiences it as

a capacity. She also suggests that it is due
to instilled fears of getting hurt, of seeming
too stong, of having too high in opinion of
herself, of being not feminine enough. In
other words, of being different from what is
expected of a woman. While these ûndings
are speciûc to women, they nonetheless
provide a great deal of insight into the
study of spatiality. This is just one example
of the differences that occur among
people and the way they occupy space.
There is a high likelihood that similar

i:! -l¡<l y (- ç¡ l'¡ ;ììi; ic: r.r:s f ivriri;

"Bodies are an interface between politics
and nature and between mind and maÍter.
They are 'real'but at the sarne time they
are socially constructed. Acts, gestures,
enactments, generally construed, are
perþrmative in the sense tha¡ the essence
or identity that they otherwise purport to
express are fabrications manuJactured and
sustained through corporeal signs and
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str¡dies comparing body comportment and
spaúality of people of different sthnicities,
age groups, a¡rd classes would more than
likely reveal a grear deal more insight.

"There ,.r an immediae relationship
between the body and its space, between
the bodyb deployment in space and its
occupation in space... This is a truly
remarkable relationship: the living body,
with the energies at tts disposal, creaTes
or produces its own space; conversely,
the laws of space, which is to say the laws
of discrimination in space, also govern
tlrc living body and the deployment of its
energ ies." ( Lefebvre 199 I :63 )

To go into enough detail to do the topic
jusúce is beyond the scope of this project.
However, the rest of the project will
operate under the assumption that people
we and move through space differently
based on a mulútude of social factors.
It is for this reason that public elements,
such as seating in the urban environment -
especially in multicultural North America

- should accommodate every user in an
infinite range of possibilities. Araliawa
and Gi¡s propose an approach discussed
in the following section that forces people
to focus so intently on the movements of
their bodies that they forget who they are
supposed to be thereby 'Teversing" their
destiniçs.

constitutes space. There rvould be no spac€
rvithout the body." (Young 2003:167)

According to l-efebwe (1991:98), rhe
humanbody is the siteof "cultural endeavor
and of self-appropriaúon and adaptaúon."
The body is at once subject and object.
It is practical and fleshy. Utilizing the
whole body and all the senses in the study
of space rather than only the eyes and
intellect, allows for 'þeater awa¡eness of
conflicts and therefore of a space that is
Other". (Borden et. al. 2001:11) The city,
then, becomes more than merely an object
of the gaze, and new ways of experiencing
the city are presented.

"Archûecrure produces living bodies,
each with its own distinctive traits. The
animating principle of such a body, its
presence ß neither visible nor legible as
such, nor is it the object of any discourse,

for it reproduces itself within those who
use the space in question, within their lived
experience. Of that experience, the passive
spectalor can grasp but a pale shadow."
(Lefebvre l99l:239)

It is through the body fhat a person is
able to perceive the world. "Having a
body iucludes having a world. Tbrough
its senses and movements, the body
configures the world, or more precisel¡
each body generates a person who
originates, read co-originates, the world."
(Araliawa and Gins 1994:8) People
experience their surroundings as the sum
of all that is percepnrally available at that
moment and a "socio-historical matrix
of the familia¡, derived from all prior
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'The body is the original subject rvhich
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meetings with surroundings". (Araliawa
and Gins 1994:8) Therefore a person is
made up of a physical body and the sum
of all his/her perceptions and experiences
of surroundings over time. "Man does not
end with the limits of his body or the area
comprising his immediate activity. Rather
the range of the person is constituted by
the sum of effects emanating from lúm
temporally and spatially." (Sirnmel in
Borden 2ffi2:97) The body and the person
share events but not extent. The person
is greater reaching than the body aud is
therefore ubiquitous. (Araliawa and Gins
1994:i8)

A new surrounding becomes familia¡

the moment it is experienced. Therefore,
'Every person is consrântly tuming the

unfamilia¡ into the familiar by bringing
their surroundings into a socio-historical
context or matrix of the familiar."
(Araliawa and Gins 1994:8) According
to Aratriawa and Gins (1994:8), there
are two ways to overcome this habin¡al
and deadening process. The first is to
cause an overload of the familiar such
tlat surroundings are so concentrated
they become unfamilia¡. The second is
to tluow the body off balance so greatly
and so persistently that all one's efforts
a¡e directed at re-stabilizing themselves
leaving no energy for assembling the
socio-historical matrix of the familiar- or

Reoricnt Theruelves. (Arakawa md Giro 1994)
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Fig. 4.6 Td 4.7 "U¡like Floos, Thæe Temim rc Full of ihe Unexpected. They Foræ the Body to Continually Take its Om
Meæue." (Arakawa md Gins 1994)

for that matter, for the 'being of a person'.
(Arakawa and Gins 1994:18) This is what
they tenn 'Teversible destiny". A lawyer is
now - if temporarily - a dancer of sorts
based on the movements her body is forced
to malie. But this is only true of forrns that
are constantly changing. If a form or space
is fìxed, then it will always be experienced
the same way, thus becoming once again
familia¡.

Holvever, this is an interesting approach to
the city whcre people, in general, tend to
move from home to work to gym etc. as if
on autopilot. The laudscapes that contain
them a¡e so familia¡ they almost cease
to exist. A series of elements could be
implemented tbroughout the city throrving
people and thei¡ bodies completely off
balance forcing them to focus on their
movements and to capture glimpses of
(heir surroundings from entirely different
viewpoints resulting in ncw perceptions
of everyday spaces and of the ¡reople that
inhabit them.

Another argument for Arakawa and Gins'
approach cornes from Richa¡d Sennett

in his book Flesh and Stone (1994).
I{e discusses how comfort has become
linked to individualism. "Comfortable
ways to travel, like comfortable
furniture and places to rest, began as
aids for recovery from bodily abuses
ma¡ked by the sensations of fatigue."
(Sennett 1994:-14) More recently, some
researchers, such as Galen Cranz (1998)
believe that 'comfortable" seaúng can
actually be a fomr of bodily abuse
in jtself. Nevertheless, according to
Serurett (1994:22), the development
of conafbrtable chairs, carriages, and
trains in fhe nineteenth cenhlry also
"effecúvely erased the everyday
sociability ofpublic space. Tables placed
outside cafés deprive political groups of
their cover so rather tha¡r conspiring with
one another for political reform, they
become customers watching the passing
scene. In essenc€, they become passive
voyeurs or flâneurs. "On the terrace, the
denizens of the café sat sileutly watching
the crowd go by. They sat as i¡dividuals,
each lost in his or her orvn thoughts... the
people on the street now appearing as

scenery, as spectacle." (Sennett 1994.,3O)
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According to Semett, cornfort provides
a kind of social detachment, thereby
inleibiting the fonnation of real connections
rvith others. It is an easy unthinki-ug state
that implies a lack of necessity to worry
about the world or one's position in it,
resulting in social and persoual arophy.
Conversely, he says "discourfort or
displacement dislodges social norms...
flrm¿¡ displacements ought to jolt people
into caring about one another and where
they are." (Sennett 1994'31) Of course this
is only true if the displacement occurs to
every member of society. Currently, it is
usually the disadvantaged that experience
this displacement resrlting in feelings of
anger, and frustration. This leads to further
fragmentation rather than the production of
a social collecúve.

even physiological forces." In India for
example, many of the acúvities North
Americans perform in chairs are performed
while seated on the floor.

Many studies that compare chair sitting
versus non-cbair sitting cultures suggest
that the right-angled poshrre is anatomically
stressful. In her study, Galen Cranz (1998:
97) cane across evidence from many
countries suggesting that chair sitting
can be associated with back pain, fatigue,
varicose veins, stress, and complications
of the diaphragm, circulation, digestion,
and general body development. 'Sitting
strains the spinal coh,mn, back muscles,
lower back nerves, and diapbragm and
increases pressure on the spinal discs by
thirty percent over standing." (Cranz 1998:
97) Unforhrnately, chair sitters have grown
accustomed to sitting in this manner. Over
time, the muscles required for squatting or
standing for long periods atrophy, leading
to discomfort when not seated in chairs. So
much so that it is difficult for many people
to imagine that squatting or perching may
actually be healthier than sitting. (Cranz
1998:97)

Can indoor or outdoor seating be designed
to convince people that thei¡ current modes
of sitting are detrimental to their overall
health? "...Until the social elite adopts
new ideas about poshrre and comfort,
chair design for the general market will not
emphasize physical or practical needs...
Body conscious design has to be aesthetic,
fashionable, or very, very, familia¡."
(Cranz 1998: 48-49) In the outdoor realm,
people are generally not performing tasks

Like most species on the planet, hunrans
require rest. Most of us tend to do so by
sitting, squatúng, or lying down. Many
people sit in chairs and just as many do
not. Why? According to anthropologist
Gordon Hewes (in Cralø 1998:26),
posture is a culnrral phenomenon rather
than an anatomical one. Contrary to what
many Westerners may think, apparently
only one half üo one thi¡d of the world's
population actually assumes the right
angled chai¡ seated posture when at rest
or while performing tasks. As Galen
Cranz (1998:30) has observed, our current
method of sitting (in chairs) is a response
to "...social - not geneúc, enatomical, or



rvhile seated. Nor do they rem¡in seated in
the same place for hours on end. In fact,
as has already been noted, few people
even use the seating provided by the ciry.
This coupled with the given health risks
associated with sitting suggests that the
park bench, as we know it is outdated.

This study proposes an altemative to the
typical outdoor seating of cities where
poshlres other than right-aagled chair
sitúng can be assumed. Eventr:ally the new
elements will become familia¡ and perhaps
even inspire new postures in the home
and workplace. They could encourage
the use, and therefore, strengthening of
muscles that usually go unused in chairs.
It is already in public plazas and on streer
comers that we observe people perched
q¡ [sening agains¡ objects while eating
lunch or waiting for the bus. Observing
other people comport themselves in nerv

ways will help to norrnalize what may,
at first, seem inappropriate. The strange
rvill become commonplace. Further, if the
proposed element has little or no visual
connection to what rve currently know
as the park bench or the chair, and its
primary function does not seem to be that
of seating, people may become more open
to assuming new rest positions.
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þpropriation - to take exclusive
possession of - Merriam Webster
Collegiate Dictionary

Cities contain nomadic spac€s (voids)
and sedenta¡y spaces (solids) that exist
adjacent to one another in a symbiotic
relationslúp. 'The nomadic city lives
inside the stationary city, feeding on its
scraps and offering in exchange, its own
presence as a new nature that can be
crossed only by inhabiting it." (Careri
20U2:24) The homeless are a group of
people who arc often quite skilled at
finding these voids, appropriating them,
even if temporarily, to suit their needs. In
their book Transitory Ga¡dens, Uprooted
Lives, Balmori and Morton (1993) discuss
ways in lvhich several groups of homeless
people in New York City have created
small, familiar, and livable spaces within
empty city lots. One example is the 8ú
Street Ga¡den (Figure 4.8) set up in an
abandoned lot by a group of people who
were clea¡ed out from their previous campFig. 4.8 A Penonalized Space in the 8th Strcet Gudm

@almori md Morton 1993)
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iie. 4.10 'Tmæ' Ganlen" Uses Vuiou Chais to Make rhc Space
tnviting md 'Comfortablc" (Balmori md Morton 1993)
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Fig. 4.11 "Nathæicl's Guden" Comists of a Iirge Tent Smomding a
Pa¡k bench in Tompkin's Sqw Park (Balmtri md Morton 1993)



in Tompkins Square Pa¡k. Each member of
the group set up a garden for him or herself
with whatever belongings they could find.
According to the authors it was a social
place where community potluck supp€rs
often took place. (Balmori and Morton
1993:15) On October 15,1991, a fire was
set on the lot and police and bulldozers
rvere called in to clea¡ the site. All of the
garden's inhabitants were forced out and
their dwellings destroyed. The following
spring, the city put up signs declaring
that it had been officially converted to a
community garden for nearby residents.
'?a¡k benches were brought in and its
chain li¡k fence was covered with moming
glories." (Balmori and Morton 1993:29)
Here the park bench, normally the icon of
public life, is associated with the "cleaning
up" of the garden. Only people who can
afford shelter are given the luxury of a
garden and an actual park bench to sit on

- not very public at all. Had it not been for
that group of homeless people who sta¡ted
using the site, it is quite likely that the lot
would still be empty.

In homeless gardens, dwellings a¡e small
and used mainly for sleeping. Eaúng,
sitting, working on construction, etc.
all occur in exterior spac€s. The seating
element is especially important. Furniture
adds a sense of importance to the space
(Figure a.9). People have used milk crates,
boa¡d benches, wheelchairs, and rusty old
lawn fumiture in their gardens to fulfrll this
purpose. (Balmori a¡d Morton 1993:51)
One man (Nathariel) even built his tent
a¡ound a park bench in Tompkins Square
Park (Figure 4. l0)

Throughout history chairs have been
used to represent social status. "Ancient
chairs reflected the relationship of porver
betrveen rulers and ruled. Today they also
elaborate differences between men and
women, bosses and ernployees, teacher
and student, young and old." (Cranz 1998:
23) Here we see that even a public bench
can determine who sits where a¡d when.
They too can symbolize social ranli simply
by their presence or absence. Their design
generally dictates who will use them,
in what marìner, and for how long. For
example, many urban benches have no
backs or are partitioned with armrests to
discouragc lying down or sleeping. They
a¡e often designed to be uncomfortable
so that any.given user does not stay toq
long. Moreover, they are generally fixed
and rigid, based on the assumption that the

righrangled seated posnue is a universal
nor¡n, which, we now knorv is not true.
Since Canada is a mulúcultural society,
should not its public seating accommodate
the range of postures assumed by its
inhabitants that imigrate from all over the

world?

In her essay From Poliúcs of Homelessness
to the Politics of the Homeless, Susan

Ruddick (1996:167) points to the
danger of normalizing the condition of
homelessness through design. Many avant-
garde designers and a¡tists have proposed
va¡iations of 'designer cardboard boxes"
that do just that. For example, artist Krystof
Wodzycko proposed a portable shelter
attached to a shopping cart complete
lvith lockable storage compartments and
a coffin-like structure in which to sleep.



The whole thing could be wheeled around
and 'þarked" anywhere. While the project
attempts to alleviate some of the homeless
individual's problems, it seems to make
light of the person's actr¡al situation. The
project al¡nost suggests that given one
of these modified shopping ca¡ts, the
problems of its user would no longer exist .

This is simply not true. Conversely, "work
which addresses the homeless as active,
creative, and thinking political agents is
work rvhich attempts to erase this division,
to build a new vision of the homeless not
as a people we must organize for, but as a
people we might orgznize with." (Ruddick
1996:170)

On a visit to Berkley, Catifornia I witnessed
an example of this type of interaction
behveen a group of university sh¡dents and
some local homeless iudividuals. In a small
lot named People's Park, not far from the
University of California Berkley campus,
these individuals were completely engaged
in a game of basketball. The site has
recently been converted to a playgound
with the typical swings, sandbox, and
basketball court. It is an everyday space
constantly beiug Íraversed by students on
their way to and from class and a known
'hangout" for many of the loc¿l homeless.
Design was obviously not a major
consideraúon in the site. So what caused
this spontaneous interacúon? The site's
controversial history (see Appendix 1) and
its appropriation by the city's inhabitants
are definitely major contributing factors,
but I believe it was also, quite simply, the
pursuit of play that brought this usually
unlikely group of people together.

Plå:/ *"vät'_V.rtåt:u

Ludic adj. playfiil in a way that is
spontaneous and without any particular
purpose

Play v. to îake part in enjoyable activity Íor
the sake of amusement

Technology has not delivered its promise
to provide us with more time for leisure.
The speed with which certain tasks can
now be performed simply means that we
must accomplishmore Þsks in agiven day.
People constantly seek forms of recreation
to disrance themselves temporarily from
thei¡ high shess environments. Park
benches have often been referred to as "rest
stops" in the urban environments. This
suggests that a task is being temporarily
suspended in favour of somerhing more
leisurely. According to Hans-Georg
Gadamer (1975:lO2), a simila¡ suspension
of work and the self is essential to play.

Fig. 4. 12 Adults Playing



Fig. 4.13 Womm Completely Engaged in Building a Snom in
Frcnt of Her'Worþlacc on Albert St. After the Fñt Snow

By examining the way the word 'play'is
used in its metaphorical sense - play of
colours, play of light, play of waves, erc-
play is defined as "to and fro movement that
is not tied to any goal that would bringit to
an end but rather remains itself in constant
repetition." (1975:102) The movement is
so central to the definition of play that it
does not matter who or what performs the
movement. [n other words, "this linguistic
observation is not to be understood as

something a person does, for the subject of
play is play itself - not the individual rvho
plays. " (Gadamer 197 5: l(uq*) Gadams¡ alse
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states that the moveme¡rt is cha¡acterized
not only by the absence of a goal, but also
by the absence of strain. 'The structure of
play absorbs the player into itself and thus
frees him (sic) from the burden of taking
initiative, which constih¡tes that actual
strain of existence." Play is not serious but
seriousness is what gives play its purpose.
ln order to be completely absorbed in play
(i.e. to be truly playing), one must take the
play, or gâme seriously. Gadamer (1975:
112) explains tiat play is a transformation
such that the identity of the players and the
rvorld in wlúch they live as their own no
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Ionger exist. All that remains is what they
are playing.

Accepting this loss of identity, then, we can
see how incorporating play into the public
realm can create positiye interactions
among people who would not normally
interact as in the case discussed earlier
between the vagrants and the sh¡dents. In
terms of design, the outdated park bench
as social insútuûon can now be replaced
with a new element that srimulates play
among any and all members of the public.
Once the play is terminated, players renrrn
ûo their deily acúvities refreshed and with
their perceptions of the everyday world
slightly altered.

Since 'þlay is always presentation... " even
those that choose simply to observe the
players belong to play. As Gadamer (1975:
124) expluns, being a spectator requires
self-forgetfulness. In other words, watching
sometlúng means focusing your attcntion
on what you are watching rather than on
yourself. This self-forgefulness allows one
to become completely engrossed in what
they ale watching such that the play speaks
to the spectator through its presentation.
Therefore, watching something is also a
mode of participating. Gadamer (1975:
ll0) follows,

"Play n alwøys presenretion thereþre
human play ts able to make representa.tion
the task of the game - pløying cars... All
pre s enî at iott is po te ntial ly a repres e nlatio n,
which is the characteristic feature of art
as play. Through transþrmation into
struclnre, play achieves ideality... it

becomes art. Now it ß detached from the
represenîing activ¿ty of the players and
consists of the pure a.ppearance oJ what
they are playing."
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"The elsewhere is everywhere. All you
need to do is get lost and explore your owtt
ciry." (Francesco Careri 2002:I00)

In 1948, COBRA, the avanr-garde group
of arlists and a¡chitects founded by Asger
Jorn of Copenhagen, Christian Dotremont
of Bnusels, and Constant Nieuwenhuys
of Amsterdam, used childhood play
and creativity as the model for political
revolution. Their intention tvas to revive
"the unconscious, creaúve instincts present
in everyone but relentlessly suppressed
by the official image of creativity - the
a¡t world." (Wigley 20Ol:34) Children's
scribbling and graffiti inspired their
work. They wanted to be clúldish rather
than child-like thus producing an actual
graffiti not simply an artistic rendering of
it. (Wigley 2OOll.34) Their sponraneous
drawings reflected unconscious desires.
Similar to sex, "Drawing 'nleashes
desire which unleashes a classless
society." Unlike the surrealists, COBRA
never refined these drawings to create
well-composed images. Rather they saw
this retnement as the restoraúon of the
formality of the art world from which they
rebelled. (Wigley 2OO I :45)



In 1957, members of COBRA, along
with other artists such as Guy Debord,
joined forces and began the Situationist
International. They saw getting lost in the
city as a "co¡rcrete expressive possibility
of anti-a¡t" and adopted it as "an aesthetic-
political means by which to undermine the
post-war capitalist system." (Carcn 2OO2:

88) The situationists made maps depicting
the various perceptions achieved rvhile
walking through the city. They included
"the impulses caused by the city in the
affecúve sentiments of the pedestrian."
They coined the term dérive, meaning
literally, to drift. ïre dérive aimsd ¡.
uncover the unconscious zones of the city
while attempting to investigate the psychic
effects the city had on the individual. It
was an alternative way of inhabiting the
city - outside and against the rules of
bourgeois society.

The situaúonists replaced the surrealist
unconscious city with a playful,
spontaneous city. ln their opinion, play was
a means of deliberately brealiing the rules
while inventing one's own. It freed creative
activity from socio-culn¡ral restrictions
and allowed one to "design aesthetic and
revolutionary acúons that undemline or
elude social conûol." (Careri 2N2:106)
Their works were based on the premise
that work time would be reduced through
advances in automaúon thereby leaving
labourers with more free time. According
to the Situationists, it was important to
protect this free úme from having it sucked
into the system of capitalist consumption
through the creaúon of "induced needs"
(Careri 2002:106). They were right. Today

we see how shopping malls - under the
guise of 'þublic" space - force workers to
consume thei¡ incomes inside the system.
The dérive is a playful means of reclaiming
tlre city in one's free time. Carei (2002:
198) writes,

"The ciry is a øy to be utilized at oneb
pleasure, a space for collective behaviors,
a place in which to waste useful time so as
to trawform it into a playful constructive
time."

While working with the Situationist
International, Consfent Nieuwenhuys
created a utopian city whose inhabitants -
Homo ludens - were free from the slavery
of labour. New Babylon was a playful city.
It first appeared as a set of large models,
each representing a different "sector"
of the city. Hidden bene¿th the city,
automated machines would take ca¡e of
all rvork so that its inhabitants could spend
their lives drifting through vast interior
spac€s suspended high above the ground.
Spaces were li¡lçed through labyrinthJike
networks that spread ac¡oss the entire
surface of the earth. It was meant to be
a seemingly infinite playground where
inhabitants cor¡ld conúnually create their
sensory envi¡onments ¿csg¡ding to their
latest desi¡es. It was a society of endless

leisure. (Wigley 2ffi127) Carei (2O02:

117) describes it this way:

"New Babylon doesn't end anywhere, it
lcnows no boundaries or collective life.
Errch place is accessible to one and all.
The entire earth is home to ix inhabitants.
Life is an infrnite voyage through a world
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that is changing so rapidly that it always
seems like another." (Careri 2002:lÌ7)

Abandoning his spontaneous drawing,
Constant later presented New Babylon
as a series of a¡chitectural drarvings. At
this úme he was working closely with
the Dutch a¡chitect Aldo Van Eyck who
believed that the child had to be borh
ca¡ed for and learned from. '"The child
knorvs no other law than the spont:neous
feeling of being alive and knows no other
imperative than to act it out...it is this
property too, which makes these cultures

[of play] so attractive to the people of
today, who a¡e forced to live in a morbid
atrnosphere of inauthenticity, lies, and
infertility." (Constant in Lefaivre 2OO2:36)
Van Eyck produced and iuspired more than

seven hundred playgrounds in Amsterdam
between 1947 and 1978 and Constant
designed play fumiture for several of
them. With his drafted drawings of New
Babylon, fs¡srent no longer merely
reproduced the patterns of play. Rather, he
leamed from the playgrounds and began
maliing spac€s for play. Like Van Eyck,
Constant used a highly controlled, abstract
geomeûy to facilitate uncontrolled play.
(Wigley 2O0t:45)

COBRA, the situationists, I-efebvre,
and Van Eyck rvere all rebelling against
the regimenting, normative, top-down
framework of modem urban planning
occurring at the time. (Iæfaivre 2OO2:

25) Rather than adopting the master plan
approach to uban design, Van Eyck and

Fig. 4.14 VmEyck's Grcud-UpApprcach ro rhe City of
Amtcrdm, lnteßtitial Playgrcmds Make up a Polycentric
Net. (VmEyck,1957)

Hg. 4.15 One of Væ Eyck's Intmtitial Playgrcuds in
Amtcrdtrn. (Van Eyck, 1965)



the others took a bottom-up approach
(Figure 4.14) through a "strategy of the
interstitial and the polycentric". (Iæfaivre
20O2:27) Van Eyck's contexhul approach,
adapted designs to speciûc sites rather
than vice versa. This rvas in keeping with
the general anti-establishment" situaúonal
spirit of the time. (t efaivre 2OO2:27)
'lÃ¡hat is unique about the Amsterdam
playgrounds compared to the playgrounds
of all other ciûes is that they a¡e interstitial,
inserted within the living fabric of the city.
As a result each one has its slya ¡rnique

configuration where nothing comes into
play except the constraints of the site."
(I-efaivre 200228) (See Figure 4.15)
According to l-efaivre (2O02:46), the most
significant aspect of the playgrounds is
the net or web-like quality they assume

when taken ¿ìs a whole. 'They ale
conceived as a constellation, a scheme
made up of situaúonally arising units - the
playgrounds - bound to time, accident, and
circumstance. " (Lefaivre 2OO2:46)_

Today we no longer produce space under
the banner of modemism - the object of
tle situationists challenge - but that of
anti-modernism. Historical preservation,
contextualism, and mixed-use zoning
have been the guiding principles of
arclútecture and planning since the

1980s. While this sormds remarkably
simila¡ to the revolutionary ideas of the
situationists, the shift from modernism to
anti-modernism conceals an underlying
continuity (Deutsche 2002:75).'The
segregating, isolating, and fragmenting
effects of modemism a¡e also promoted
with anti-modemism through urban

renerval and slum clea¡ance projects in
their attempts to preserve the city center
for the elire." (Deursche 2AO2:75) This
suggests a continuing need for play in the
urban realm. Accordiag to Van Eyck and
play has a civilizing funcúon. Van Eyck's
trst playgrounds were placed il the voids
that were left behind by the Jews upon
their deportaúon. 'Filling them with life,
in the face of these facts, rvas a redeeming,
therapeuúc act, a way of weaving together
once again the fabric of a devastated city.
The intenúon was to thwa¡t...the agonal
by overcoming it through play." (I-efaivre
2002:45) While ÏVinnipeg has not recently
undergone such dramatic or painful events
as war, it is nonetheless a fragmented city.
I believe that play - not just for children

- ca¡ be one method of b'ringing these
fragments together.
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"The urban practice of skateboarding
impliciþ yet continuously critiques
contemporary cities. Through an
everyday practice - neither consciously
theo r ized no r pro gr ammed - s kateb o arding
suggests that pleasure rather than work,
use values rather than exchange values,
qctivity rather than passivity, perþrming
rather than recording are potential
components of the future, as yet unknown
c ity. " ( I ai n B orde n Z00I : 173)

According to most skaters, skateboarding
is not simply riding a piece of wood on
wheels. It is a way of life. While they



are often considered a nuisalce by many
city dwellers, there is, in my opinion,
a great deal we can learn from them.
Skateboarding encompasses all that has
been previously discussed in this chapter.
Through playful appropriation of everyday
eleme¡rts in the urban setting, and the
movements of thei¡ bodies in space and
time, they create an a¡chitecture that is
not simply a mono-functional object, but
rather an engaging element whose function
is transformed. Forty (in Borden 2001:8)
writes, "Architectrue, like all other culnrral
objects is not made just once, but is made
and remade over and over again each time
it is represented through another medium,
each time its surroundings change, each
úme different people experience it-"
Skateboarding shows us that spaces can
be used in more ways than originally
intended, and that a¡chitechrre can produce
things and activities that a¡e not explicitly
commodiûed. Likewise Borden (2@ I : 233)
planes that, 'The labor of skateboarding is
not the producúon of commodities, but the
effort of play, the ludic."

Si¡ce its conception by a group of
Califomia surfers in the late 1960s (to
occupy their time when not surfing),
skateboarding, as we know it has undergone
many transformations. Appropriation of
space, however, has always been central to
the activity. It frst began in the modernist
spaces of suburbia, such as roads, private
pools and yards hidden from public vierv.
These spaces were found, adapted, and
reconceived as new kinds of space - as

spaces for play (Borden 2001:33). Norv
skaLe sites include university campuses,

urban plazas, public insútutions, national
theatres, comrnercial office squares as

well as more everyday spaces such as back
streets, main roads, sidewalks, malls, and
parking lots. Skateboa¡ders tend to occupy
these spaces when others do not resulúng
in the 'tounterinhabitation of habitually
uninlubited but nonetheless criúcal, public
spaces". (Borden 2001: 186)

"Where the architectural spece of
modernity tends to homogeneiry, fusing
geometry and the vßual localizat¡on, the
body (such as that oÍ the skateboarder) can
project its symmetries andactions onto that
architecture, refusing to accept it as a pre-
existent world and instead (re)producing
architecture on its own terms." (Borden
2001:105)

The skateboa¡der produces space through
the intersection of body, boa¡d, and terrain.
Borden (2001:96) explains, "Using a series
of front-back, left-right, up-down reversals
and rotations in combinàtion with precise
relations of board, hand/body, and terrai¡,
the skater generates, an extraordinary
movement and produces body-centric
space." The enti¡e body experiences the
space thlough sight, sound, touch, smell
and time. Small details become significant
(Borden 20OI:2O0). Curb angles and
surface paint deterrnine slide quality
and therefore the moves made against
it. Over time, skateboa¡ders accumulate
very detailed knowledge of various local
places, micro-architectures, and accessible
times. (Borden 2001:200). Emphasis on
the body results in a "lexicon of skate
moves". While it is still very much a male



dominated acúvity, ethnicity and class are
no longer relevanL 'The commrrnily is
knitted through the continual exchange and
re-experienci-ng of the skate moves. The
image becomes not only a locally lived, but
simultaneously a globally reproduced and
exchanged phenomenon." (Borden 2001:
126) TIús exchange occurs tluough various
media such as videos, magazines, internet,
and even simply the act of skateboarding.

Skateboarding is often viewed as senseless
vandelism and is therefore discouraged.
But if we view the architectu¡e of the city
as a "writing on the ground, inscribing the
legitimacy of owners and managers over
others... then urba¡r phenomena such as

li tter, scuff -marks, smells, noi se, pollution,
and skateboard marks are all 'lersions of
a counter inscription." (Borden 2ffi1:2l})
Or as ex-professional skateboa¡der Ben
Porvell (in Borden 2001:257) puts it:

"Skateboard - made of wood, metal, and
plastic, costs about f.100, ruta on leg
power; causes chips and scratches on bits
of stone and metal. Car - costs a fornne,
runs on poisonous shit, pollutes the atr and
water, fills the ciry with smog; causes the
death of hundreds of thowands of people
every year...and despite all this cars are
ok but skateboards are evil, objects of
vandalism, dangerous menaces thal must
be stopped."

Skateboa¡ding arnong these other things
should be viewed as part of the regular
wear and tear on the urban environment.
Rather than discouraging new uses of our
urban elements we should design them

such that they can withstand the pressures
of daily urban life.

Skateboarders, much like the homeless,
create uses other than those originally
intended for spaces rvithin cities through
the appropriation and exploitaúon of
physical terrain (Borden 2001:29). Also
like the homeless, skaters occupy ruban
space without engaging in economic
activify to the annoyance of building
owners and managers. Where the
homeless a¡e removed from commercial
areas through such measures as 'bu¡ved
benches, windorv ledge spikes, and
doorway sprinkler systems, so skaters
encounter rough-textured surfaces, and
spikes and bumps added to handrails."
(Borden 20Ol:254) Their labor produces
no 'þroducts" beyond the successfully
executed trick. It is exchângeable only
by means of perfonnance and therefore
appears as a waste of rime a¡d effort. But
this vierv reduces life to mere survival.
Skateboa¡ding is a "release of energy,
espousing play, art, a¡rd festival".

'Filters and tactics refer to the ways in
which we negotiate the distance between
city and self." (Borden et. al. 2001:13)
Through a series of filten, tve are able to
underst¿nd the city and iæ contexts and our
relation to the extemal world. Filters are
based on perception and representations
of aspects of the city. They are "a means
of thinking and enacting the relation of the
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self to the external world". (Borden et. al.
2001:13) Filters can be real or imagined
and are in-fluenced by experience or
through images, writing, and various other
forms of media. As such, a filter can talie
the place of a city that is physically distant
from us. (Borden et. al.200l:13)

"Tactics are a tnore proactive response to
the city. They are practices or what Michel
Foucault reþrs to as discourses thal
produce objecx." ( Borden et. al. 200 l : 1 3)
they møy be words, images, or things. They
may be attempts to solve urban problems
or they may try to reconceptLtalize the
relation between the city and self. In
short, they differ fromfilters in that tqcîics
a.im to make a difference. "Both filters
and tactics are necessary parts of urban
living, working dialectically as ways oJ

knowing, thinking, and acting. Tactics tend
to the concrete andfilters to the abstract."
( Borden et. al. 200 I : I 3)

Tlús project seeks to propose a tactic, in
the fbrm of urban 'Tumirure" that alters
people's relations to the city of Winnipeg.
Through these tactics, new filters are
generated, reconfiguring the self and
therefore ways of both, acting in and
interacúng with the city andits inhabitants.
This will ultimately result in the breakdown
of social barriers and therefore the creation
of a coherent collective. Through play,
perceptions of surroundilgs and people
are altered. Homogenizing stereot)?es
and generalizations are collapsed and
difference is celebrated. The intention
of this project is not simply to propose a
newer, prettier park bench rvhere priority is

given to those rvith higher societal s[atus.
Nor is it to provide an altemative form of
seaúng solely to the disenfranchised. It
is to propose an urban element - a tactic
- that enhances the relationship between
Winnipeg and its inha6¡¡m,r (the city and
the self), and that is truly public allowing
for diverse interactions by any and all users
while at the same time enhancing the city's
sensory environrnenl

Currently, cities and the elements they
encompass are planned and designed
with a top-down approach. The planner or
designer - under the influence of wealthy
developers - dictates who, where, when,
and how spaces are experienced resulting
in boredom, fragmentation, and therefore
under-use. If meaning is created through
"social life, and a narrative richness in
the everyday" (Betsky 1998:458) ttren
a bottom-up approach, where everyday
spac€s are injected with elements of
play, can lead to diverse interacúons and
therefore, rich collective experiences. In
the movie houses of the past, "everyday
life was suspended for a while in order to
be re-constihrted as a result ofan encounter
with the fanlastic." (Marling 2@t:4) T}le
a¡chitechrre, names, and furnishings of
the theatres were designed to make every
visitor feel like royalty. They were places
where people of all classes could sit next
to one another without discrimination.
Another implicit goal of the srudy is to
stimulate the creation of public elements
that become tools to help breali the
monotony of quotidian life? Couldn't we
all be made to feel like royalty again - if
only for a fifteen-núnute coffee break?









5. Design Process

Fig. 5.1 Stylised Dmwing of the Final Design





lntroduction

The previous sections have discussed
the past and present conditions of public
outdoor sealing and the importance of these
elements in the urban envirorunent. They
have also set up a theoretical framework
to aid in the design process. The ultimate
intention of tlús section is to propose a nerv
approach to public outdoor seat design.
This is aclúeved tluough the construction
of an outline of design criteria basecl on the
previously presented information rvhich, in
tum, is incorporated into a design proposal.
Various stages of the design process are
illustrated tluough sketch and rnodel form,
and final design drawings are provided.

Design lntention

Initially, this project sought to design
public seating/furniture that would reflect
the aspiraúons, charactel and identity
of the city of Wirmipeg. Upon further
study, however, it was quickly noted



that problems arose when atternpting to
define a single city identity or character.
Inevitabl¡ portions of the populaúon
would not subscribe to or fit in with a pre-
determined, artificially created identity,
resulúng in their exclusion and segregaúon
from the public realm ald, in turn, leading
to feelings of hosúlity - exactly the
opposite of the desired outcome. So, rather
than attempting to cåphrre the 'bssence of
place", or creatiag an idenúty for the city of
Winnipeg (much the sâme way advertising
creates brand identities) as originally
intended, this project took the position that
the true character of cities is defined by the
people rvho inhabit them and the social
networks that occur within them. Or to
paraphrase Hen¡i tæfebvre: people make
places and places make people.

Since it would be impossible to get to
kuow every inhabitant of the city and
the constautly changing social networks
within which they operate, how does one
begin to create a design that reflects and
is inclusive of everyone? Many theorists
believe that it is through the undersrending
of the importance of ubiquitous everyday
elements that make up most cities ûoday.

While these elements, such as strip malls
and parking lots, are often considered to
be the result of poor urban planning, they
do contribute in large part to the outdoor
'tharacter" and day-to-day functioning of a
city. It would be extremely difficult for any
city dweller to make it through an entire
day without coming in contact with at lease

one of these elernents. These ubiquitous
elements are often temporarily appropriated
and their functions transformed resulting

in a variety of unintended activities.
Since every person is unique and since
these activiúes a-re undertaken by the
individuals in specific places at particular
times, then it stands to reason that the

result of these spontaneous interactions
and transformations of everyday functions
can help to detne place. So in terms of the
creation of new urban funiture, it follows
that its design should somehorv allow for
multiple interpretations such that everyone
is free to use it in aûy manner they choose.
Its form should not dictate its use.



Design lntention
This project is a response to the current
situation in public outdoor furniture. The final
result is a proposal for new urban elements
that reflect more than simply the designer's
ideas about the city. lt is intended to allow for
any and all users to create their own meanings
and ideas through temporary appropriation
and play. The design must accommodate a
variety of postures, body types, and sizes.
Its use, however, must not be dictated by the
designer. Rather, its form must leave it up to
the individual. lt should reflect the everyday
cultures occurring in the city while at the same
time allowing for the temporary suspension of
this everyday in favour of something more
leisurely. lt should also make users feel as
though it was designed specifically for them
- to allow them to feel at home and that they
are an important part of the city.
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Fig. 5.2 Conceptual Collagc - Putty-Like Blobs Placed Th¡oryhot¡t the City.
Usere could mould the elements in my configmtion to make the pcrfst seat,

sculphft, or mything else thcy desire.



Fig. 5.3 Conceptul Collage - 'T-Il ud BenAffteck Enjoy thc Putty Scats
Duing Their Reccnt Visit to Wimipcg While Filming Their l:tcst Movie."
Ofteq if the social elitc adopt new idms, the rcst of the poulation tends to follow.
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"The degree to which a culture is 'civilized'
is often measured by criteria such as
literacy, the flourishing of the arts, tolerance,
socioeconomic equality, etc. We think that

modern civilization could also
be measured by the degree that
"design" is present in a culturê,
specifically the design of
urban areas and public spaces
allocated to pedestrians and
pu bl¡c exchange. The most civilized
cities seem to have the greatest number
of parks, p tazzas and cafés and the
most space for human interaction. lf
you can relax and feel safe and inspired
in public, you most likely live in a locale
that values planning, which is the basis
for desigf'1."
-Design Within Reach Newslette, 
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Fig. 5.4 Concephul Collage - 'iA.t Home in the City"
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Fig. 5.5 Conceptual Collage - "Play Blæks Disperesed Throughorf thc City'"
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Fig. 5.6 Conceptual Collagc - "Play Blæks in m Empty Domtom I¡t."
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Fig. 5.7 Conceptual Collage - "McSkate" - Temporuy Apprcpriation of a
McDonalds Pæking trt by a Grcr-p of Skatebordcre



The Concept
Sitting cannot be separated from walking
in the urban environment. As mentioned
ea¡lier, sitting or stopping to take a rest
is essentially the suspension of another
activity that requires more effort - such as

walking.

Our Neolithic a¡ìcestors, who were largely
nomadic, vertically planted large stones in
the ground at key points along their routes.
These stones, called menhirs, are said to
be the very first objects to be purposely
situated in the landscape. Through its
magnitude, the menhir would be able to
attract the attention of the traveler and
therefore could be used to corrmunicate
useful information to others about the
journey that lay ahead. The area around the
menlúr then became the space for sitting,
meeting, and the sharing of events, stories
and myths.

Fig.5.8 Exmplcs of A¡cicnt Menhiro



Figure 5.8 shows one of the propsed elements in plan view. Its
form is partially derived frpm the photo of the menhir illustrat-
ed in Figure 5.9. The varying widths of the "sest" portion of the
element are meant to accommodate height variations among
people. The indentations allow for perching or leaning if one is
not inclined to sit down. The "back" portion (running down the
centre of the element varies in height and can also be used to sit,
perch, lean, and even lie down on,
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Fig. 5.9 Plm View of One Proposed Elemcnr



Figure 5.9 shows the proposed design in elevation. if one chooses

to lie dorvn along the top, they a¡e able to maintain the optirnal lúp-
tlúgh angle of 135 Degrees.
The proposed element includes castors that lock when the handle is

pushed up into the inclented area orì the side of the seat. When the

handle is pulled put, the castors descend and the element is easily
pushed or ¡rulled to a lnore desirable location.
The variation in the "back" Iteight also accommodates variaúon in

height.



Fig. 5.10 Elevation Vierv of One Proposed Element
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The smooth plasúc finish is somewhat

enticing to write on but at the same time

easy to clean. Thus allowing the user to
temporarily leave their mark. They all
have lockable castors and are lightweight
for ease of movement so that they can be

moved to any desired locaúon although

their bulk may malie them slightlY

awkward to move long distances. There

are a series of fonns that "ût" together but

can be arranged in a variety of ways.

The arnorphous shape is PurPoselY
ambiguous upon fust glance so that its
use is completely decided upon by the

user. Some speciûc postures, as outlined

previously, have been intentionally
incorporated into the design of the

elements - but it's up to you to find them.

The bulbous shapes aud colourful plastic

make them seem friendly and interactive.

All postures and shapes and sizes of
people are accommodated. And padding

is provided on certain portions of the

elements for added comfort.

Fig. 5.11 Plm View ofA Series of Elcments That Fit
Togcthcr
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Fig. 5.12 Collagc Depicting a Possiblc Usc of thc kopæcd Elemcnt
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fig. 5.13 Collagc Dcpicting a Possiblc Use of the Propæcd Element in
Conjuction with a "Digital McnhiC'

lllnr

This project also proposes that the seating
options work in conjunction with a new
type of menhfu. These new menhi¡s could
be placed throughout the city such that
they are encountered by pedestriens in
their daily routines. They could be large
video screens or digital display boa¡ds that
the public could post messages on tbrough
their cell phones or home computers. These

devices could be powered by solar energy
the same way certain transit shelters around
the city a-re. Or they could be as low tech
as whiteboa¡ds and markers.Regardless of
their materiality, the temporary messages
left behind, as well as the seat locations
and configurations will reflect place in
Winnipeg because they will reflect the
people who used them.
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fig. 5.14 Collage Depicting Væious Elemcnts Glowing in the Night

The seats are designed to light up at night
so that when they are not in use they
<:an become almost sculptural. The seats

conlain rechargeable battery packs and
could 'Tock" at these new menhirs to
"recharge". This might help to ensure that
the seats don't stray too far for long and
would create small places of gathering if it
is so desired.
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And for those that wonder what
happens when they get thrown
in the river...

Fig. 5-15 The Perfcct Rest Stops for Skatere on the River



¡ ¡ ¡ they f loat of course!

Frg. 5.16 Flæting Down thc River to a "Dæking Sration"



Fig. 5.17 Wax Modcl



Matenal Selection

Throughout the form generation process,
reasearch was conducted on possible
construction materials. Tnnovative
materials that could withstand the
pressures of the public realm as well as

our somewhat extreme climaúc conditions
were sought. Of particula¡ interest was
finding a material that was somewhat
gel or putty-like that could temporarily
conform to the pressure being put on it.
In other words, the material had to mould
itself a¡ound the user and then bounce back
into shape once the user has left. Given our
climate, the material also had to be a good
i¡sulator rather than a conductor a¡rd it had
to be somewhat ecologically sustainable.
New materials or new tvays to use old
materials that could accomplish the above-
mentioned criteria were researched. The
selection process evolved with the design. I
looked at materials like silicone elastomers

- or silly putty and different products like
stress relief balls and iniatable watercraft
like the Zodiacs. I also looked at technogel
rubber, neoprene, and various tlpes of
fo¡m. Most of these seemed to have
problems with durability. (SeeAppendix 2)
As the design evolved, the final materials
selected were rotation moulded soy based
resin with ilsets of visco elastic foam - or
memory foam encased in the rvater proof
forza vinyl.

Characteristics of Selected
Materials

Soy-Based Resin

It was developed by a group ofresea¡chers
at the University of Delawa¡e and is
currently being tested by John Deere for its
application in t¡actor parts. Commercially
available epoxidized soybean oil is
modiûed making it more reactive. It is
then combined with a styrene monomer
, where crosslinking occurs resulti.ng in
a resilient material simila¡ to unsafi¡rated
polyester resi¡s. The material can also be
reinforced with ûberglass. The soybean
oil takes the place of the non-renervable
petro-chemicals norrnally used in resin
production. The ûnish can be smoothed
and painted allowing it to be used in
exterior environments- The current
versions of soy plastic perform much like
conventional thermoset plastic materials.
They are resistant to ambient heat and
retain resilience at cold temperatures.

Visce'Elastic Polyfilex or "Memory
Foam"

Memory Foam is an open cell,light rveight



foam originally developed by NASA and is
currently used in some types of mattresses.
The foam responds to body temperature
and conforms to the pressure put on it.
It dissipates heat and greatly decreases

flesh pressure associated with sitting by
conforming to the exact shape of your
body.

Forza Vinyl

Forza: From the Italian 1yq¡d msening
"streugth" or 'þo for it!" Forza is an
extremely strong vinyl upholstery that
doesn't look like vinyl. It has a subtle
sheen and is treated with a finish that is
stain, oil, and mildew resistant It exceeds
250 000 double rubs and is available in 19
colorways.

Fig.5.18 Memory Fm

Fig. 5.19 "Foza \¡inyl" (Knoll Fabrics, 2003)
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Fig. 5.20 Prcduct Pætes
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Appendix 1

People's Park - A History

httg /i s nrdents. berkele),. edu/res ourcel
r html/rlO 3.htnl

Accessed March 20,2OO4
The Regents of the University of Calilornia
Maintained by New Student Services

- Berkeley

During the late 1960s, the câmpus and the
Berkeley community became engaged in a
controversy over a plot ofland now known
as People's Pa¡k. It all started on April 18,
1969, when The Berkeley Barb (a defunct
community newspaper) ran a herald that
read: "Bring shovels, hoses, flowers,
soil, colorful smiles, Iaughter, and lots of
sweat," to t¡ansform the "mud lot," located
above Telegraph Avenue between Haste
and Dwight, into a 'bultural, political,
freak-out ancl rap center for the western
world." Originally, this lor had been a
block with houses. The University had
purchased the property in 1968 and clea¡ed
the site to build dorqritories. The housilg
project was stalled howeveç and people
took to parking on the vacarit, muddy lot.

The res¡ronse to The Barb headline was
ovenvhelming. The following Sunday
hundreds of people, including faculry
members a¡rd their families, graduate
students, carpenters, street people,
cheerleaders, Greeks, and ' dormies," carne
to build a park. With funds from Telegraph
Avenue merchatts and restaurant owners,
the lot was drained and leveled, planted
rvith grass, trees, flowers and shrubs, and

a playground was erected. The following
weekends, thousands of people came to
plant, play, a¡d work on the park.

During this time, Chancalle¡ Roger Helns
released n rmerous statements announcing
that the park was still University property
a¡rd that the users were trespassing. On
Thursday, May 15, 1969,at4arn,a fencing
company, accompanied by 250 police,
constructed an 8-foot high chainlinli fence
around the perimeter of the park. By nine
o'clock that s¡me morning, the people's
Park Negotiating Cornmittee announced
a rally on Sproul Pleza in response to this
University action. The rall¡ which drew
3000 people, soon h¡rned into a riot as the
crowd moved down Telegraph towa¡ds the
park. That day, known as Bloody Thursda¡
three str¡dents suffered punchrred lungs,
another a shattered leg, 13 people were
hospitalized with shotgun wounds, and one
police officer was stabbed. James Rector,
who was watching the riot from a rooftop,
rvas shot by police gtmfire; he died four
days later.

At the request of the Berkeley mayor,
Governor Ronald Reagan declared a state
of emergency and sent 2200 National
Guard troops into Berkeley. Some of these
guardsmen were even Cal students. At
least one young man had participated in
the riots, been shot at by police, gotten
patched up, and then retr¡med to his dor¡n
to find a notice to report for guard duty. In
the following days approximarely 1000
people rvere arrested: 200 were booked
for felonies, and 500 rvere taken to Santa
Rita jail.
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Many people in Berkeley, regardless of
their sentiments about the park, were
shocked by the confrontations and the
sight of long lines of military vehicles
and checþoints il the Berkeley streets.

Much of the opinion on cåmpus and in the
community turned when on Tuesday, May
20, a national guard helicopter flew over
the campus, and in an attempt to break up
a rally on Sproul Plaza, released tear gas

that spread throughout the city, affecting
school children and college demonstrators
alike. ln a record h¡rnout in the spring
1969 campus elections, 85 percent of the
str¡dents voting supported the park in a
special ASUC referendum. Many faculty
and staff members, fraternities, sororities,
radical, and civic groups joined in the
appeal and the Berkeley City Council
reversed their previous position and urged
the University to maintain the property
as a park. The University stood ûrm in
its position, and on Jrny 31, 1969, part of
People's Pa¡k was paved over for a free
parking lot and recreational courts. Many
sh¡dents boycotted the new facilities, and
they were left largely unused.

For two years, the park was no more than
a bittersweet memory for the people who
built it. Then on May 11, 1971, The Daily
Californian ran a front-page editorial titled,
"Let's Go Down andTake the Park-Again. "
The editorial, which called for supporters to
regain the park for its second ¡nniversary,
provoked further conflict, and on May 15

police clashed with protesters attempting
to teff down the fence around the park. At
the time the editorial was published, the
newspaper was in the process of declaring

its independence from the ASUC and was
under thejurisdiction of the University-run
Daily Catifornian Publishing Board. The
boa¡d fued th¡ee senior editors, but they
refused to quit. The resistance of The Daily
Cal staff ultimately led to the complete
independence of the newspaper, and today
The Daily Califomian leases only its name
from the University.

In 1974, three years after The Daily
Cal incident, the People's Pa¡k/Native
Plants Forum was initiated. An agreement
was worked out with the University
that allowed community gardening and
improvements until the site, which was
earma¡ked for sh¡dent housing, was
developed. ln L978, the People's Park
Council built a st¡ge and held concrrts and
other events. The year 1979 was marked by
the Occupation and Liberation of the W'est
End, in which the asphalt strip that had
been a free parking lot was ripped up to
prevent the University from turning it into
a fee parking lot. In 1980, the University
rescinded all agreements with the People's
Park Project/Native Plant Forum.

A lengthy, but unsuccessful commrnity
planning process was sta¡ted in the 1980s.
During that time, the course of the park
remaiued static: the University mowed
the lawn area and provided utilities (like
garbage pickup and water); Berkeley
residents worked on the gardens; and a
variety of people, from the homeless rvith
carts and students with frisbees to drug
dealers and users, hung oul

In spring of 1989, the University's ûrst



draft of the Berkeley cåmpus [,ong Range
Development Plan (LRDP) included
building a residence hall on People's
Park. Due to the shortage of housing in
Berkeley, marry students favored this
proposal. However, the LRDP coincided
with the 20th anniversary of the park,
and the suggesúon of changing the area
into a dorm did not sit well with some
students and community rnembers.
Protesters demonstrated on Sproul Plaza
and at People's Park. The protest broke
into a riot where windows were smashed
and stores looted; there was fighting
with police. It happened on a night with
a full moon, when street youth, drunken
partygoers, and anarchists (visiting from a
convention in San Francisco) merged with
park protesters setting out on a candlelight
march along Telegraph Avenue.

The University and the City of Berkeley
then began work on an alternaúve plan that
would serve student and community needs.
After months of public debate, formal
hearings, ard consultations involving
shrdent and çsn¡nrmi¡y leaders, the
Regents approved the final LRDP, which
designated People's Park as recreational
open space. An agreement between UC and
the city included leasing half of People's
Park to the city for $l a yearfor ûve years,
begnmng in March 1991.

This arrangement did nor initially
proceed smoottrly. ln August 1991, as
the University began to install a sand
volleyball court, park acúvists rioted, and
demonstrations continued for weeks. (After
much vandalism and disuse, the volleyball
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court was removed in 1997.) I-ater park
improvements, such as a bathloom facility
and basketball cout, were also met with
opposition. Nevertheless, over time the
park quieted, although it continued to
be plagued by many urban problems,
including drug dealing and crime.

In June 1995, the University and the city
emba¡ked on yet another community
planning process, which resulted in a f.ong
Range Conceptual Plan for People's Park.
Tlús plan, adopted by the city council in
January 1996, set out recornnendations
for fuhrre improvements. As the five-year
lease came to a close, joint UC and city
efforts brought noticeable improvements
to the park. The grounds rvere cleaner
and better maintained. Students and
comrnunity members began to use the park
in greater numbers. City and UC police
efforts resulted in a drop in crime in a¡rd
around the park.

In 1996, a Communiry Advisory Board
lvas established made up of UC shrdents,
University staff, and neighborhood and
commilnity members to advise on policies,
uses, and design of the park. The goal,
agreed on by the University and the city,
is to maintain the park for the recreational
use of UC students, the community, aad
the south campus area.

Perhaps for the first time in the long
history of People's Pa¡k, there appears to
be reason to hope that it can survive ancl
truly serve as a park tbr all people.
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Appendix 2

Material Selection Notes

Desired Characteristics

Lightweight
Durable
I-ow Maintenance
Washable - spray it down to remove dust
and dirt.

Quick drying - after rain/snorv
Something on which snow doesn't collect
Ability to retain color
Insulator
Tactile
Elastic - mould itself around the user and
then to bounce back into shape

Adaptable - Lend itself to various uses

I aur looking for innovaúve materials that
c¿n rvithstand the pressures of the public
realm as well as our somewhat extreme
climatic condiúons. I am particularly
interested in finding a material that is
somewhat gel or puttyJike that temporarily
confomrs to the pressure being put on it.
In other words, I would like the material
to mould itself around the user and then
to bounce back into shape once the user
has left. Given our climate, the material
should be a good insulator rather thar a

conductor.

Pros and Cons of Cenain Mater¡als

TechnoGel

Comes in various colors and is t¡anslucent.
It distributes pressure evenly making it

a good ergonomic choice. The material
moulds to user's bocly- making it feel like
each seat was designed specifically for
them. It is completely recyclable, UV safe,
and does not freeze. It is ext¡emely tacûle
and makes users rvant to interact with and
manipulate it.

However, this tactility is also its flaw.
While the material is quite durable its
tactility draws people to manipulate it to
the point of its destruction. It was also
found that where TecluoGel was used in
semi-public environments such as bars
and restaruants, people were drawn to
stealing a¡rd/or breakiug the products.
It was also found that TechnoGel is not
suitable for exterior envi¡onments. It is a
highly conductive material ¡¡çening that it
heats up and cools dorvn quickly based on
ambient temperahrres and would dissipate
it quickly to the users that sit on it.

Silicone
Silly Putty is a silicone elastomer. Silicone
can be used over an exceptional range of
temperatures (-100 to 300C) They have
properúes similar to natural rubber but
have a completely different chemical
structure. They are the most chemically
stable of all elastomers. Silicoue resins a¡e

chemically inert and do not absorb water.

Silicone resins are expensive and are

difficult to process. They have relatively
low strength. Glass fibers and other fi.llers
are often used as reinforcement. They are
energy intensive and not recyclable. They
also tend to have a short shelf - life (3-
6uronths) (But how can this be in terms of
breast implants???)



Natural Rubber
It is the most rvidely used of all
elastomers.It is an excellent cheap, general
purpose elastomer with large stretch
capaciry and useful properties from -50C
to 115 C. It has low hysteresis - and is thus
very bouncy.
However it displays poor oil, oxidation,
ozone and UV resistance.

Butyl Rubbers and Isoprene
Butyl Rubbers are synthetics thatresemble
nah¡ral rubber. They have good resistance
to abrasion, tearing, and flexing. They have
useful properties up to 150C.
Isoprene is synthetic natural rubber and
is processed in the same way as butyl
rubber. It has low hysteresis and high tear
resistance making it bouncy and tough.
Both of these elastomers are typically
used in inner tubes, belts, hoses and cable
insulation.

Polybutadi ene Elastomers
They have excepúonal low - temperature
perforrnance. Exceptional resilience and
abrasion resistance retained to -70C. But
with poor chemical resistance (is this a
problem?) It is used in the cores of solid
golf balls.

x Ethylene-Vinyl-Aceøte Elastomers
(EVA)
They are built around Polyethylene (PE).
They are soft, flexible, and tough, and
retain these properties down to -60C.
They blend well with PE bec¿use of their
chemical similarity.
EVA is available in pastel or deep hues

and has good clarity and gloss. It has good
ba¡rier properties, little or no odor, UV
resistance and FDA approval for direct
food contact (i.e. not toxic). Toughness
and flexibility are ref¡ined even at low
temperatures and has good stress-crack
resistance and good chemical resis[ance.
It can be processed by most thermoplastic
processes: co-ext¡usion for films, blow
molding, rotaúonal molding, injection
molding, and tra¡rsfer molding.
It is typically used in medical tubes, milk
packaging, beer dispensing equipment,
bags, ice trays, cable insulation, inflatable
pafts, running shoes.

xChlori-oated Elastomers
Neoprene)
I-eading non-tire elastomers. Exceptional
chemical resistance, ability to be colored,
useful properúes up to 170C
Used in footwea¡ and wefsuits, vibration
cont¡ol mounts, shoe soles, diapluagms,
cable jackets.
Durability??

Therrnoplastic Elas tomers
They are exceptional in that they can be
molded and extruded in standard polymer
processing equipment. Their scrap can
be re-melted, and products made from
them can be recycled. They allow rapid
processing by standard themroplastic
methods and recyclability. They are
typically used in bumpers, sports shoes,
hoses, diaphragms, rollers, seals for
automotive and a¡chitectural uses.

Ensolite, Closed Cell Foam etc. from
htto: //wwlv. rvhi temounfain com ar¡linfo

(Hypalon,
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material fao.lrtml
Oct.2OlO3
O¡ren Cell Foam has interconnected air
chambers throughout the material, which
produccs an extremely soft and highly
compressible foam. Open Cell Foamis used
in the construction of many high quålity
self-inflating carnping matkesses. Whilst
Open Cell Foam is very comfortable, self-
inflaúng ai¡ mattress have a layer of air that
provides support and insulation pro¡rerties,
and is highly compressible once the air
is released. Open Cell Foam is not very
good as a solitary padding material for
backpacks. The high compressibility of the
Open Cell Foa¡n can cause shoulder straps
and hip belts to over compress under load,
providing ¡¡¡i¡¡i¡¡um of comfort. Wrile
the padded straps may look great and feel
wonderfully soft at the rime of purchase,
this will not be the case when the bacþack
is under full load. Deterrrining wether the
padded straps are Open Cell Foam is easy
enough, simply squeeze with you hand,
and if the straps compress to less than one
half of the original size it is Open Cell
Foam.

Ensolite or Closed Cell Foam has open
air chambers surrounded by foam that
are not interconnected. The completely
encapsulated air cells in the tr¡solite Foam
do not compress easily yet provides good
padding. Ensolite or Closed Cell Foam
is used in the production of Closed Cell
Foam rn¿1s and its construction prevents
full compressibility.. Since the Ensolire
or Closed Cell Foam is a rubber based
material and has completely encapsulated
air chambers, it provides excellent

insulation and absorbs very little water.

For maly years, better backpack designers
cut and served the Ensolite or Closed
Cell Foam into fabric sleeves providing
the main source of shoulder and hip belt
padding. The foam is dense, impervious
to perspiration, and very comfortable.
Ensolite or Closed Cell Foam is the main
material used in backpack padding today,
and it is a perfectly good material for
backpack straps and hip belts. Determining
wether the padded straps are Ensolite or
Closed Cell Foam is easy enough, simply
squeeze with yotu hand, and if the straps
compress very little, then it is Ensolite or
Closed Cell Foam.

Density Foam?

Concluding that Open Cell foam is more
comfortable next to the body (more
courpressible, therefore softer) and
Ensolite or Closed Cell foam is better next
to the load (ess compressible, therefore
firmer), several manufacturers use Dual
Density Foam in padding their backpacks.
Backpacks with Dual Density Foam
capitalize on the advantages of both foams,
placing the Open Cell Foam against the
body and the Ensolite or Closed Cell Foam
against the load. This combination is more
comfortable tha¡r either Closed Cell Foam
or Open Cell Foam, supporting the load
rvell and providing corrfort for body.

Currently all White MountainrM backpacks
a¡e manufach¡red rvith high quality Dual
Density Foam.





Compression Moulded Foam?

One manufacturing drawback to Ensolite
or other Closed Cell Foams concems the
manner of its fabrication. The material is
typically poured into a frame and cooked
into flat sheets that are cut to size, then
cu[ to create a desired shape. The cost of
cutting and shaping foam is highly labour
intensive and results in sipiûcant material
wastage. Because of these reasons another
process was developed for the shaping,
fonning and customisation of the next
generation of foarn, Compression Moulded
Foam.

Compression Moulded Foam originally
appearedin Europeanbacþacks in the late
1980's and used a different manufacturing
technique. The outer nylon material is
adhered to a block of polyethylene foam
using a heat sensitive adhesive, and then
the enúre assembly is heated so that the
foam and adhesive soften. At this point,
the assembly is compressed into a shaped
mould to provide the final product. The
shaped hip belt, shoulder strap, or lumba¡
pad is then cooled to resolidify the fonm
and adhesive. The final product is a pad
shaped into a customised forrn.

Compression Moulded Foarn is Ensolite or
Closed Cell Foam, although slightly lighter
in weight and shaped to the body without
cut edges. An added benefit is the cavities
formed inside the moulded foam pads, and
different densitics offoam can be included
to provide flexibility to the final shape.

'MemoryFoam"

= Visco- elastic polyfilex.
Developed by NASA
Open cell foam that dissipates heat to
provide relief from pressrue.
Responds to body temperature.

Sand/flour filled "balloon"
Flexible, mouldable, interesúng texture.
Inexpensive.
Heavy, not enough support?
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